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Abstract
An Analysis of György Kurtág’s Officium breve
in memoriam Andræ Szervánszky for string quartet op. 28
by
Matthew Sandahl
Advisor: Kofi Agawu
This dissertation provides a movement-by-movement analysis of György Kurtág’s third string
quartet, Officium breve in memoriam Andræ Szervánszky op. 28. While the work is widely
celebrated for its wealth of extra-musical associations and allusions, this analysis is primarily
oriented towards the music’s internal relationships, with the contention being that such an
approach can help clarify and refine the role that reference and allusion plays in the piece. A
close reading is given for each of the work’s fifteen movements. These movements are grouped
under four analytical sub-topics, with a chapter dedicated to each: Chapter Three explores the
dichotomy between post-tonal and tonal forms of understanding, Chapter Four focuses on the
handling of transcriptions of other composers’ works, Chapter Five centers on auto-quotation
and transcriptions of Kurtág’s own prior work, while Chapter Six considers the legacy of Belá
Bartók. An extended introduction to the work’s social context and methodological challenges is
given in Chapter One, and Chapter Two involves a prefatory methodological interrogation of the
notion of musical syntax, using a passage from Kurtág’s The Sayings of Péter Bornemisza as a
case study.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

Officium breve in memoriam Andræ Szervánszky for string quartet, op. 28 is among the
most celebrated and commented-upon works by Hungarian composer György Kurtág. Most of
the scholarly attention on the piece focuses on its dense layering of various forms of musical
reference and allusion, both to other works within Kurtág’s oeuvre and to pieces from the
musical past.1 Kurtág’s later music as a whole is notable for its citational and intertextual
tendencies; it is therefore unsurprising that these aspects have been at the center of the analytical
discourse on Officium breve.2
The following analysis will proceed from a somewhat different set of preoccupations,
focusing to a greater degree on the music’s internal relationships. It is not that issues pertaining
to external reference are neglected. Rather, I believe that a close attention to the music’s internal
dynamics can help clarify to a greater degree of refinement the way that reference and allusion
operate within the work.
I will also attempt something of a reversal in emphasis when approaching matters of
form. Kurtág is notoriously a composer of fragments: the term adorns the titles of many of his
pieces and is a frequent theme in Kurtág scholarship.3 Several analysts invoke this category in
order to play up the ambiguity, multivalence, and incomplete nature of Kurtág’s music,
sometimes seemingly at the expense of closure or structural unity.4 In approaching Officium

1. Frandzel, “A Canon across Time”; Grmela, “Recall and Repetition”; Sallis, “Recycled Flowers;
Williams, “Kurtág, Modernity, Modernisms.”
2. For surveys of Kurtág’s later music that focus on his use of intertextual reference, Griffiths, Modern
Music and After, 289-292; Rutherford-Johnson, Music After the Fall, 172-175.
3. Sallis, “Recycled Flowers.”; Salvage, “Analytical Fragments.”
4. Griffiths, “Modern Music and After,” 151-154; Metzer, Musical Modernism, 124-137; Sallis,
“Recycled Flowers,” Williams, “Kurtág, Modernity, Modernisms.” I hasten to add that the tension
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breve, I will urge a conception of fragmentary form that is in a dialectical rather than starkly
oppositional relationship to unity and closure.
It may appear that in emphasizing both intramusical relationships and formal unity, I risk
exhibiting some analytical biases that are perhaps now considered outmoded or parochial. Be
that as it may, my hope is that these analytical ideals will serve to enrichen our perspective on
Kurtág’s music rather than simplify it. The intertextual, open-ended and fragmentary aspects of
his aesthetic will not be forgotten, nor will readymade conceptions of unity or structural integrity
be taken for granted. Over the course of the analysis, Kurtág will emerge as a composer whose
work complicates the distinction between open and closed, internal and external, fragmentary
and unified.
Attention to internal musical processes need not be mutually opposed to an engagement
with extra-musical association; the two approaches can stand in a reciprocal relation to one
another. This relationship is not fully symmetrical, however: a base knowledge of historical and
social context will implicitly constrain and enable our analytical priorities and assumptions.
Context for Officium breve is especially important given the programmatic nature of the piece. In
this introduction I will first summarize these basic programmatic elements. Given that these
elements are highly autobiographical, elaborating on them will necessarily engage with details
about Kurtág’s personal life as well as his musical development as a whole. Contextualizing the
piece in this way will help clarify some of the aesthetic and methodological issues that motivate
this present study.

between unity and fragmentation is not entirely absent from these accounts – see especially Sallis 290 and
300-301. Still, I suggest that a difference in emphasis between these accounts and my own will be
discernible.

2

1.1 Officium breve in context
1.1.1 The basic scenario
Officium breve consists of fifteen short movements, two of which are re-orchestrations of
pieces by other composers. Movement XV transcribes the opening of the third movement, titled
‘Arioso’, from Endre Szervánszky’s Serenade for string orchestra (1948). Kurtág’s transcription
poignantly cuts off right before the final cadence of the first section of the piece. Szervánszky, an
elder peer of Kurtág’s, died in 1977. The Officium breve was written just over a decade later and
serves as a kind of commemoration for Kurtág’s friend and mentor. Indeed, Kurtág has
characterized the piece as a requiem of sorts, which accounts for the references to liturgical
practices as well as the Latinization of Szervánszky’s name in the work’s title.5
Movement X of Officium breve is a transcription of the final movement from Anton
Webern’s Cantata No. 2 op. 31 (1945), which is itself the final published piece to be completed
during Webern’s lifetime. In contrast to the truncated Szervánszky transcription, Kurtág
reproduces the Webern movement in its entirety, modifying the music only by arranging it for
string quartet and transposing it up a whole step.
Kurtág’s own remarks in the preface to the score make the relevance of these two
quotations explicit.6 Szervánszky was one of the first Hungarian composers to write in a
dodecaphonic idiom overtly influenced by Webern. Thus, Kurtág found it appropriate to include
music by Webern in a piece that commemorated Szervánszky. It should be noted that Kurtág
himself was also an early adopter of Webernian techniques in Hungary, and Szervánszky’s Six

5. Stenzl, “György Kurtág’s Microcosm.”
6. Kurtág, Officium breve, Preface.
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Orchestra Pieces (1959) was written the same year as Kurtág’s first string quartet, the piece that
initiated his modernist phase.7
Despite the historical link between Webern and Szervánszky, the Szervánszky piece
transcribed at the end of Officium breve is from a work that predates the composer’s adoption of
serialism, and there is a stark contrast in idiom between the two quotations. Szervánszky’s
Serenade is written in a modally-inflected tonal idiom reminiscent of Zoltan Kodály or Béla
Bartók in their more traditional folk-influenced moments. The final movement of the Second
Cantata, by contrast, is an exemplary instance of Webern’s mature dodecaphonic style. Kurtág
suggests that these two musical sources serve as structural poles for the piece.8 The remaining
movements consist of original music by Kurtág, but many of them make explicit reference to one
or both of the transcriptions, and as a result the music oscillates wildly between a stark
chromaticism on the one hand and moments highly suggestive of tonality on the other.

1.1.2 Autobiographical significance
It should now already be clear how the incorporation of music by Szervánszky and
Webern into a string quartet could have autobiographical significance for Kurtág. Szervánszky’s
embrace of modernism paralleled Kurtág’s own, and both were prompted on this new musical
path by their discovery of Webern. Evidently Kurtág treated his third string quartet as an
opportunity not just to commemorate a friend in passing but to revisit the idiom in which he first
realized his mature modernist aesthetic.

7. Williams, “Kurtág, Modernity, Modernisms” 64-65.
8. Kurtág, Officium breve, Preface.
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Kurtág’s embrace of modernism, however, was not merely a benign matter of artistic
development. It was a product of intense spiritual and psychological crisis. Kurtág was left
deeply shaken in the wake of the 1956 Hungarian Revolution, which occasioned a brief moment
of self-imposed exile in Paris.9 While abroad, Kurtág underwent a period of intense self-scrutiny,
undergoing treatment with the psychoanalyst Marriane Steine. It is during this time that Kurtág
first came into contact with the music of Webern as well as other European avant-garde
composers. Kurtág’s discovery of modernism was interdisciplinary: around the same time,
Kurtág immersed himself in the plays of Samuel Beckett, whose works would later serve as the
basis for several of the composer’s most important compositions.
Despite these fresh influences, or perhaps in part due to them, composition for Kurtág
during this period was a painful and laborious process. He was frequently plagued by bouts of
writer’s block and much of his work with Marianne Steine revolved around his inability to finish
a piece. While some of the first movements to be completed were short piano etudes, variants of
which would get incorporated into his op. 2 and op. 3, the String Quartet op. 1 was the first
substantial work to be completed during this period.10 The quartet is dedicated to Steine. In its
dodecaphony and its terse aphoristic style, it is worlds apart from the music he was writing prior
to the 1956 uprising. In 1960 the work was premiered in Hungary alongside Szervánszky’s Six
Pieces for Orchestra. The fact that either of these pieces received a public performance at all
speaks to the relaxed attitudes towards modernism in Hungary compared to years prior. Still,
both pieces may have stirred up controversy among critics upon their premiere, who were still
hostile to dodecaphony.11 Alan Williams, following speculation by András Wilheim, suggests

9. Varga, Three Interviews.
10. Willson, The Sayings of Péter Bornemisza.
11. Willson, Ligeti, Kurtág and Hungarian Music, 81-85.
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that this experience of defiance in the face of adversity may have forged a sense of comradery
between the two composers.12
So Officium breve evidently takes as its starting point a cluster of associations – the
music of Szervánszky and Webern, the medium of the string quartet – that recall Kurtág’s
reaction to the Hungarian Uprising and subsequent embrace of modernism in Paris. His choice to
transcribe an earlier piece by Szervánszky, however, evokes an earlier period in communist
Hungary as well as a distinct set of musical values and influences. Rachel Beckles Willson has
argued that in the years immediately prior to and just after the post-war communist takeover,
young composers modelled themselves after a very particular image of Bartók’s music that was
propagated by influential teachers and critics such as Bence Szabolcsi and István Szelényi.13
These critics downplayed Bartók’s more dissonant and chromatic middle period in favor of
works such as the Dance Suite or the Divertimento, which they associated with democratic and
socialistic ideals. Willson writes that the normative model for instrumental music for this
generation was “a loosely defined divertimento or serenade type that was folk-song based,
neoclassical, and somehow ethically progressive.”14 Szervánszky’s Serenade was ostensibly
received by young composers as exhibiting these ideals, as Ligeti’s contemporaneous evaluation
of the piece makes evident.15 So while Szervánszky’s music is in one sense associated with the
influence of Webern and with Kurtág’s embrace of modernism in the late 1950’s, the Serenade
in particular is more immediately linked with the influence of Bartók and with a decidedly non-

12. Williams, “Kurtág, Modernity, Modernisms.” 64-65.
13. Willson, Ligeti, Kurtág, and Hungarian Music during the Cold War.
14. Ibid., 50.
15. Ibid., 50.
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modernist set of aesthetic and ethical values.16 An implicit argument running throughout the
following analysis will be that part of the richness of Officium breve lies in its complex and
ambivalent attitudes towards musical modernism. This is already evident from the dense network
of associations that emerge from Kurtág’s pairing of quotations, both of which are treated with
equal reverence. One task of the following analysis will be to show how this complex negotiation
of musical values plays out at the level of intramusical detail.

1.1.3 Auto-quotation and the role of the Játékok and the ‘Flower’ motive
If each of the quotation movements already suggests two distinct phases from Kurtág’s
life, then several of the remaining movements echo a third, later phase. As with so much of
Kurtág’s late music, many of the individual movements in Officium breve have their origins in
the Játékok, a quasi-pedagogical series of piano pieces. 17 A proper contextualization of Officium
breve therefore necessitates an understanding of the role this series has in his music.
Kurtág’s first modernist period culminated with The Sayings of Péter Bornemisza op. 7
for soprano and piano (1963-1968), which was the longest work he produced up until that time.
Characteristically, the completion of this substantial piece was followed by another period of
relative inactivity.18 It was the initiation of the Játékok in the early 1970s that helped Kurtág out
of his dry spell and led to the next phase in his artistic evolution. As the composer himself put it,
“Játékok was one of my new beginnings, but that doesn’t mean I took a new direction.”19 Indeed,
the music produced during this period sees an intensification of many elements that were already

16. Modernism is, of course, a broad aesthetic marker that has been aligned with a wide variety of
political and ideological programs in different historical contexts. I am invoking here a specific vision of
modernism as it was apparently conceived by participants in post-war Hungarian musical life.
17. Sallis, “Recycled Flowers,” 294-295.
18. Walsh, “György Kurtag: An Outline Study (II).”
19. Kele, The Matchstick Man, 05:13.
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present in Kurtág’s music of the previous decade: a commitment to spare textures and minimal
utilization of musical resources, a reliance on extremely compressed miniature forms, and a
preference for gestures that are at once nakedly simple and loaded with associative baggage
(most notably triadic formations and scalar passages). If this last feature was present in Kurtág’s
mature music from the start, as Alan Williams convincingly argues is the case, then we must
admit that it takes on a qualitatively different role in his music starting in the 1970’s.20 The music
of op. 1 – 7 is predominately chromatic and often dodecaphonic.21 Starting with the Játékok we
find pieces constructed entirely out of diatonic scales, frequent bare presentation of triads, and
explicitly marked homages to composers throughout history. Also significant is the heightened
degree of intertextual resonance between works. It is true that many pieces from Kurtág’s first
modernist period can be seen as re-workings of a similar compositional idea.22 In the 1970’s,
however, we find a more explicit proliferation of auto-quotation and recycling of musical ideas.
The Játékok, while on its face a series for children, is not an orderly instruction program for
learning the piano in the manner of Bartók’s Mikrokosmos; it functions more as a kind of
aestheticized sketchbook for Kurtág, with its approach to pedagogy being more broadly
philosophical than systematic.23 It is a portrait of the compositional process, a place where we
can witness the composer developing techniques and testing out germinal ideas, many of which
get incorporated into larger scale works. If much of Kurtág’s music originates from ideas in the
Játékok, the intertextual chains of reference flow the opposite direction as well: one of the most
important motives running throughout the series, the “Flower” motive, has its origins in

20. Williams, “Kurtág, Modernity, Modernisms.” 55-56
21. Griffiths, Modern Music and After; Péter Halász, “On Kurtág’s Dodecaphony.”; Willson, The Sayings
of Péter Bornemisza.
22. Willson, Ligeti, Kurtág, and Hungarian Music during the Cold War.The Sayings of Péter Bornemisza.
23. Kurtág, Játékok, Vol. I, Preface.
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Bornemisza. 24 We shall analyze the original appearance of this motive in Chapter Two, and
subsequent appearances throughout both the Játékok and Officium breve will be noted
throughout.
So Kurtág’s music from the 1970’s onwards functions like a network of interrelated
fragments, with the Játékok serving as a kind of orbital center for his oeuvre. It is often revealing
to see how germinal ideas that originated in one context get translated into another. This is
certainly true for Officium breve. Five of its movements have their roots in pieces originally
written for the Játékok, and in each case there are revealing differences between respective
versions that yield analytical insight.
As is always the case with Kurtág, however, the recycling and reworking of the same
material is seldom just a matter of abstract compositional logic. The recurrent ideas are often
imbued with personal and historical extra-musical significance. The later volumes of the Játékok
are subtitled “private messages and diary entries”, and Kurtág has explicitly characterized his
overall project as writing his autobiography.25 Knowledge of the Játékok will complicate the
view of Officium breve as simply mediating between the twin poles of Webern and Szervánszky.
On the one hand, recognizing that much of the music originates in the Játékok puts into question
the view that every movement is primarily related to the two quotations, since their
compositional origin predates the overall conception of Officium breve.26 This does not rule out
the possibility that Kurtág can create musical resonances out disparate sources via judicious
selection and recontextualization – indeed, I will argue that this is the case – but the autonomous
origins of the pieces should urge us to take them on their own terms as well. Furthermore, the

24. Sallis, “Recycled Flowers.” 290-295.
25. Varga. “Three Interviews,” 63.
26. This is part of Sallis, “Recycled Flowers.” in which he urges a view of Officium breve as an
“assemblage” of disparate origins. See especially 286 and 296-298.
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fact that many of the individual movements bear their own subtitles and dedicatees threatens to
complicate the programmatic elements of the piece. If there is a narrative aspect to Officium
breve, then that narrative involves more than just Szervánszky, Webern, and Kurtág, but also
Gabriella Garzó, Tibor Turcsányi, György Szoltsányi, and Zsolt Baranyai. Some of the titles and
programmatic markings of the Játékok pieces have been carried over explicitly into the string
quartet, while others have been excised. We may not be able to determine the significance these
associations had for Kurtág, or the extent to which the associative meaning of the music has
changed for the composer when transported from one context to another, but knowledge of the
music’s origins will allow us to entertain a richer set of possibilities.

1.2 Challenges for analysis
Officium breve presents the analyst with several key methodological challenges. Among
the most prominent of these is tension between tonal and post-tonal forms of musical
understanding. This dichotomy can be attributed to several sources. On the one hand, the two
transcription movements are themselves in wildly different idioms: as mentioned above, the
Szervánszky excerpt is largely tonal while the Webern piece is strictly dodecaphonic. If much of
the remaining music draws on both pieces, then we have to ask to what extent do each of these
works’ respective grammars apply to the other movements.
On another level, Kurtág’s later music in general is saturated with historical, and often
times tonal, allusions. How seriously are we to take these allusions on the level of structure? Are
they merely passing surface features in an otherwise post-tonal context or are they amenable to a
more systematic kind of tonal understanding?

10

Furthermore, the legacy of Bartók looms large over Kurtág’s music, and the latter
composer has consciously assimilated many of the former’s compositional techniques.27 The
tension between post-tonal and tonal paradigms is quite famously a central issue in Bartók
scholarship. Since Kurtág’s approach to his musical materials, and especially his handling of
pitch and harmony, is strongly indebted to Bartók, the music of both composers presents the
analyst with a similar set of challenges in these domains.
For all of these reasons, the tonal/post-tonal dichotomy is especially pressing in Officium
breve. This presents methodological difficulties because a rather different set of analytical tools
and assumptions are brought to bear for each idiom. If these contrasting analytical paradigms are
in competition with each other in their applicability to Kurtág’s music, they are not quite on
equal footing. Tonal analysis depends on a certain set of conceptual distinctions that can only be
made with determinacy under certain normative conditions.28 Post-tonal music is defined in part
by the absence of some or all of these conditions. However, many if not most of the tools of
post-tonal analysis, concerned as they are with more generalized musical patterns and motivic
relationships, are readily applicable to tonal or quasi-tonal music. In music that seems to hover
uneasily between tonality and post-tonality, we are on firmer epistemic ground utilizing posttonal analytical methods. Therefore, it may seem prudent to cut our losses and acknowledge that
tonal allusions saturate the musical surface but abstain from pursuing their structural implications
any further. What we gain in epistemic modesty, however, may come at the cost of overlooking
key sources of musical meaning throughout the piece. I will argue that a careful interrogation of
the conditions under which tonal analysis is possible can help illuminate important aspects of

27. Hohmaier, “Mutual Roots of Musical Thinking.” 223-234.
28. For a useful discussion of the problem of prolongation in atonal music, and an enumeration of the
conditions that make possible a principled prolongational analysis, see Straus, “The Problem of
Prolongation in Post-Tonal Music.”
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Officium breve. I will take up this theme in Chapter Three, with a focus on the piece’s first four
movements where the issue plays out in especially potent ways. I will offer this analysis as a
kind of corrective challenge to previous analytical accounts of the piece that, on the one hand,
utilize tonal concepts in too cavalier a manner, or on the other hand ignore the pursuit of more
thoroughgoing tonal readings altogether.29
The very idea that tonality could be operative to different degrees, ranging from fleeting
allusion at one extreme to structural bedrock at the other, itself requires careful methodological
reflection. In Chapter Two I will examine the opposition between syntax and allusion. To use
these terms in a musical context is to invoke what Kofi Agawu calls the “shadowy linguistic
analogy.”30 The metaphor is a shadowy one because it is seldom made explicit precisely what
qualities the two domains are supposed to hold in common. I will argue that the use of the
syntax/allusion opposition in a musical context actually involves a cluster of analytical
considerations and priorities. These considerations are often bundled together in discussions of
common practice music; in music that does not conform to such a practice, these issues will need
to be disaggregated, with each one taken on its own terms as a focus for analytic inquiry. By
doing this I hope to clarify just what is at stake when we make distinctions between syntax and
allusion in music. In Kurtág’s case, the challenge of making such distinctions will be intrinsically
bound up with his approach to form. So a chapter exploring syntax vs. allusion will also have to
be a chapter interrogating the notion of the Kurtágian fragment.31 Alan Williams has suggested

29. I have in mind Frandzel, “A Canon across Time”; Sallis, “Recycled Flowers.” Each of their accounts
will be engaged with in greater detail throughout Chapter Two.
30. Agawu, Playing with Signs.
31. My study of the fragment will be largely confined to the notion of incompletion in Kurtág’s music. I
will not attempt to contextualize Kurtág’s fragments within a broader genealogy of the idea of the
“fragment” in music. The term has a rich history, most notably in connection with early Romantic music
and literature. See Rosen, The Romantic Generation, 41-115 and Perrey, Schumann’s “Dichterliebe.” For
accounts of the fragment in a more explicitly modernist context, one that includes Kurtág, see Metzer,
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that Kurtág’s employment of miniature forms makes it very difficult to discern at what level
certain musical features are operating.32 I will take up these difficulties and explore the extent to
which one can make such specifications in which contexts and ask what it is about Kurtág’s
fragmentary forms that makes it hard to make such distinctions.
Another challenge facing the analyst is the notion of Officium breve as a kind of
assemblage of disparate movements written at different times and, in some cases, by different
composers.33 Given this fact, it is worthwhile to ask to what extent and in what sense is it
appropriate to view the work as a unified whole. The two following chapters take up this
question, with the former chapter examining the notion of transcription and authorship and the
latter focusing on Kurtág’s practice of auto-quotation. Chapter Four will present analyses of
Movements V-VII in order to interrogate the threshold between transcription and re-composition.
All of these movements are to differing degrees related to Webern’s op. 31/vi, which is itself
transcribed in Movement X and slightly modified in Movement Xa. I argue that the varying
shades of transcription and re-composition provides a source of dramatic structure for Officium
breve. These movements are also conceptually related in that they transform Webern’s canon by
means of verticalization (Movement V), reduction of voices (Movement VII) or both (Movement
Xa). While Movement VI is an original canon by Kurtág, both of these transformational
techniques play an important role in the movement as well. In this way and in others, Kurtág is
able to incorporate the Webern transcription in a way that feels at once integrated with and
recognizably foreign to the compositional language of Officium breve.

Musical Modernism, Chapter 3, as well as Nelson, “Fragments, miniatures and Microludes.” Nelson’s
project centers on the Webernian aphorism and its influence on later 20th century composers.
32. Williams, “Kurtág, Modernity, Modernisms.” 59.
33. Sallis, “Recycled Flowers.”
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Chapter Five continues to examine ideas of assemblage and unity in Officium breve with
a focus on movements that have prior origins in the Játékok. By attending to the original piano
pieces and observing their means of adaption for string quartet, we gain insight into Kurtág’s
compositional thinking. Kurtág establishes musical and narrative continuity between these
disparate pieces through judicious selection of sources, careful ordering, and subtle modification
of musical detail. Crucially, the integration of these movements is never on sure footing; while it
is clear that some effort at continuity has been made, the alterations made from the originals are
mostly minimal. The pieces’ status as self-sufficient aphorisms are not fully relinquished.
Officium breve is consequently a multi-movement work that maintains a fragile and ambiguous
balance between a narrative suite and an anthology of disparate fragments.
Chapter Six addresses the final two movements, and in doing so revisits many of the prior
themes from a broader perspective. Each of these movements are tied in some indirect way to
Bartók, albeit in ways that appeal to rather different sides of that composer’s work. Movement
XIV clearly alludes to Bartók’s Fourth Quartet, often held to be the exemplary piece from his
chromatic middle period. This is precisely the kind of repertoire that was downplayed by
Hungarian Bartók advocates in the immediate post-war years.34 As mentioned above,
Szervánzky’s Serenade was thought by some, Ligeti among them and ostensibly Kurtág as well,
to embody the kind of post-Bartók music idealized by those advocates. The contrast in Officium
breve between the dissonant clusters of Movement XIV with the Szervánszky transcription in
Movement XV complicates the narrative of the piece. It suggests that the opposition between
chromaticism and diatonicism has its origins not only in the transcriptions of Webern and
Szervánszky, but in the legacy of Bartók. The chapter will close with an analysis of the entire

34. Willson, Ligeti, Kurtág, and Hungarian Music during the Cold War.
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third movement of Szervánszky’s Serenade. That movement itself soon departs from the simple
diatonicism of its opening section. Therefore, the tonal/post-tonal dichotomy cannot be easily
mapped onto Szervánszky versus Webern, socialist versus modernist ideals of Bartók, or the
Szervánszky of 1948 versus the Szervánszky of 1960.
In approaching the Officium breve, I seek to do justice to two apparently competing
facets of Kurtág’s compositional personality. On the one hand is the composer of fragments and
fleeting allusions, the composer who freely and playfully embraces the historical resonance of
his materials and builds complex intertextual networks of meaning. On the other hand is the
image of Kurtág as obsessive perfectionist, for whom the precise arrangement of notes in a
particular order matters immensely and is subjected to an almost unbearable degree of scrutiny.35
It only seems appropriate that a detailed analytical account of Kurtág’s music should reconcile
these elements. Too much emphasis on fragmentation or intertextual reference loses sight of
Kurtág’s technical discipline, while the adoption of too myopic a formalism runs counter to the
composer’s autobiographical inclinations as well as his sensitivity to musical history. The
following analysis will attempt to strike this balance. In the process, I hope to demonstrate the
ways in which Officium breve can be a rewarding listen on multiple fronts: it draws us in with its
minute attention to musical detail, and at the same time resonates with a profound network of
meanings outside of itself.

35. Hohmaier, “Analysis-Play-Composition”; Griffiths, Modern Music and After; Varga, György Kurtág
Three Interviews and Ligeti Homages.
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CHAPTER 2: Syntax, Allusion and Fragments in Kurtág’s Musical ‘Language’

“One might venture that Kurtág’s achievement – well established by this point – was so to
particularize the momentary gesture that it released itself from musical syntax. This is what
we mean by realism, whether in Monteverdi or in Mussorgsky, but Kurtág is able to go
further (as each realist must go further than the last), in that his miniature forms can
virtually preclude syntax, and in that the disintegrated state of musical language extends
the freedom of the gesture. No less crucial, to a realist, is the ability to invent gestures that
are almost onomatopoeic, caught up in what they connote…”1

Figure 2.1. The Sayings of Péter Bornemisza, ‘Death’ III.

Paul Griffiths summarizes many of the most celebrated features of Kurtág’s music: his emphatic
gestures, his penchant for the “onomatopoeic” and “connotative”, and his fragmentary, “miniature

1. Griffiths, “Modern Music and After,” 153-154
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forms”. All of these elements are somehow bound up in Griffiths’s claim that Kurtág’s music
“releases itself from” or “precludes” musical syntax.
When we use words like ‘syntax’ in a musical context, we are invoking a linguistic analogy.
Comparisons between language and music are made in different ways with a variety of different
purposes in mind. Taking the analogy for granted without rendering these purposes explicit can
often lead to confusion and discursive dead ends.2 What exactly does Griffiths mean by syntax
here, and what could it mean to say that Kurtág’s music is asyntactical? Griffiths’s choice of
opposing words provide us with a clue: the abandonment of syntax somehow gives greater primacy
to “gestures” laden with “connotative” or “onomatopoetic” significance. On its face, Griffiths
appears to be making the claim that in a Kurtág miniature, internally defined musical relationships
are of secondary importance to the music’s capacity for extra-musical expression.
Griffiths’s remarks about Kurtág’s asyntactical realism occur during his discussion of the
celebrated “Flower motive” that comprises the third movement of ‘Death’ from The Sayings of
Péter Bornemisza op. 7 (1968) (Fig. 2.1.) Even a cursory look at this piece reveals a systematic
concern for intervallic regularity and symmetry. As Sallis has noted, the vocal line exhibits a
symmetrical progression of undirected pitch intervals: |4| |13| |4| |2| |4| |13| |4|.3 Figure 2.2
reproduces Sallis’s analysis, with modified notation showing unordered intervals in semitones.

2. For a useful discussion of the music-language metaphor, see Agawu, “The Challenge of Semiotics.”
3. Sallis, “Recycled Flowers,” 7. Sallis’s notation differs from my own but the observation is the same.
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Figure 2.2. The Sayings of Péter Bornemisza, op. 7, ‘Death’ III. The soprano line exhibits a symmetrical progression
of unordered pitch intervals.

If we are to give a generous reading to Griffiths’s claims, then we must allow that he has
something more demanding in mind when he speaks of musical syntax. Griffiths does not elaborate
on the term here. It may be the case that he is writing as a critic and not a theorist, and therefore
should be read as conveying an impression of a musical experience rather than advancing a serious
analytical claim.4 True as that may be, it is part of the task for the analyst to account for why music
might be experienced in a particular way, as well as to advance other possible ways of hearing. If
Kurtág’s music is highly organized but often gives the impression that it lacks such organization,
or if its internal organization is subordinate to connotation and gesture, then we ought to appeal to
specific features of the music that explain why that is the case.

4. It should be stressed, however, that concrete analytical insight is far from absent throughout Modern
Music and After.
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I will not try to confirm or deny Griffith’s claims here, nor will I try to develop a more
concrete theory of musical syntax. The fact remains that the analogy, like music’s analogy with
language in general, is employed towards a variety of different analytical ends, and it is these
ends that are of greatest importance. So in what follows I will put pressure on this linguistic
metaphor with the aim of ultimately moving away from it. I will examine some of the ways
theorists have appealed to the concept of syntax in order to make a number of analytical
distinctions. Much of the discussion will center upon the way the term is used in accounts of
common practice music. Part of my claim will be that in tonal music, the term syntax carries
with it an aggregate of theoretical concerns that are distinct yet interrelated. When turning to
music that does not belong to a common practice, these interrelations cannot be taken for
granted: each factor must be considered on its own terms. By disaggregating the notion of
musical syntax into a set of independent musical concepts, we can take on each of these concepts
independently in an analysis of Kurtág’s music.

2.1 Disaggregating the notion of musical syntax (I): succession, normativity, internalism
The opposition between allusion and syntax is an orienting theme of Kofi Agawu’s study
of Classical music.5 Agawu prioritizes the temporal dimension of music as central to the notion
of tonal syntax. Early on in Playing with Signs he defines syntax as “…the laws that govern the
moment-by-moment succession of events in a piece…”6. When considering Ratner’s approach to
topical analysis, a method that he partially espouses and adopts in his ensuing study, he
nevertheless points out its shortcomings on syntactical grounds:

5 Agawu, “Playing with Signs.”
6 Ibid. 9
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“Nothing in Ratner’s scheme tells us why the singing style should come after the outburst
of sensibility, or why fanfare is used toward the conclusion of the period. At best, we
may propose what might be called ‘marriages of convenience,’ by arguing that certain
topics are more appropriate for certain points in the musical discourse than others are. …
The crucial point is that we impose those contextual attributes on this particular sequence
of topics; there is no general scheme – except perhaps the possibility of generating a
compositional plot – for making such decisions.”7
This goes some way in explaining why Griffiths may have opposed allusion or connotation to
syntax. Allusions establish a meaningful connection between a musical event and referent, but
the consequences of that connection with regard to the music’s temporal unfolding are meager at
best. That is why Agawu finds it most fruitful to supplement topical analysis with a tonalprolongational approach: “The fact remains that the ultimate allegiance of musical structure is to
a contrapuntal process that preserves its utter temporality … At risk of overstating the case for
Schenkerian interpretation, I might say that its greatest achievement is not only providing an
account of, but celebrating the fundamental temporality of tonal music within a structuralist
framework.”8
Returning to the “Virág” movement, we might consider the extent to which it exhibits a
syntax in the way just defined, as the “laws of succession of events.” Sallis’s analysis of the
soprano line does account for the moment-by-moment succession of pitches. Should we say,
however, that the succession of pitches abides by certain “laws”? In one sense, the linear
succession is governed by a determinate principle, that of symmetrical ordering. However, the

7. Ibid. 19-20
8. Ibid. 20-22
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laws of succession that Agawu speaks of are more demanding in the sense that they belong to a
historically specific common practice. They are shared across different pieces and composers.
They refer to musical patterns that are not merely local occurrences but are in some sense
constitutive of a specific musical idiom. To violate these laws would either be to make a musical
mistake within that idiom, or to challenge the terms of that idiom from within, or simply to
abandon that idiom altogether. It would be far-fetched to ascribe law-like status in that sense to
the pitch pattern exhibited in the “Virág” line. It is a local occurrence within a piece that does not
speak to a more general organizing principle for the music of Kurtág or the larger musical
practice in which he takes part.
On the other hand, if we acknowledge that we are not formulating a strict theory of
musical syntax but rather employing the term as a loose metaphor, we need not approach the
foregoing issue in such an all-or-nothing manner. Sallis’s analysis of the soprano line deals with
linear succession; we might say in that respect it is a more syntax-like analysis when compared
with analyses that attend to non-adjacent musical events. It is also true that Kurtág is generally
concerned, in most of his works, with symmetrical pitch formations, and that this concern is
shared by many of his Hungarian compatriots as well as more broadly by 20th century
composers.9 This does not constitute a common practice on the same level of 18th-century
tonality: Kurtág does not cease to write in his own ‘idiom’ if he uses asymmetrical pitch
formations, nor has he committed any error.10 However, a concern with symmetry can play a
loosely normative role, if not a constitutive one, in Kurtág’s music, to the extent that it
conditions our expectations and often enough enables us to make successful predictions about

9. Hohmaier, “Mutual Roots of Musical Thinking”; Heydarbeygi, “Interval Cycles in György Kurtág’s
Post-Dodecaphonic Late Music”; Péter Halász, “On Kurtág’s Dodecaphony.”
10. For a discussion on the relation between musical syntax and error-detection, see Bent, “The Grammar
of Early Music.,” 19-21.
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future events.11 As mentioned earlier, Kurtág’s compositions do frequently employ symmetrical
and cyclical patterns and, as we shall soon see, they often take advantage of the expectationgeneration capacities of such patterns.
Ultimately, the “Virág” passage cannot be said to have a syntax in the strict sense of
“laws of succession.” With that said, we can employ the concept more loosely to make a set of
meaningful distinctions. On the one hand is the notion of succession: we can distinguish between
analytical observations that account for a linear unfolding of the music in time with analyses that
make more associative connections. On the other hand, we can address the notion of laws by
attending to the various kinds of normativity present in Kurtág’s musical processes. I have
implicitly relied on a conception of syntactical “laws” of music as socially instituted norms, as
practical conventions enacted by human agents rather than impersonal natural forces. As such,
they belong to a historically specific practice and they are contestable: they can break down and
change over time.12 This softens, without entirely obliterating, the distinction between a
generalizable “law” of succession and looser common occurrences within Kurtág’s practice. If
we admit that there are not strict laws governing Kurtág’s music, we can nevertheless attend to
various kinds of regularities in his music and understand these regularities on a spectrum ranging
from more or less law-like. The kinds of questions we might ask are: 1) are there tendencies in
Kurtág’s music that belong to a more generalizable practice? 2) are there normative tendencies in

11. As we shall see, Kurtág’s approach to harmony is unsurprisingly indebted to Bartók, and it is worth
noting that several prominent theorists have argued that Bartók’s music adheres to a systematic musical
language. See especially Antokoletz, “Theories of Pitch Organization,” 299 where he asserts: “The
essence of Bartók’s synthesis of the diatonic/nondiatonic folk modes and abstract symmetrical formations
lies in the creation of a cohesive contemporary tonal language that, while distinct from the traditional
major-minor system, evolved from it by means of special transformational processes.” (my emphasis).
Lendvai’s Béla Bartók: An analysis of his music appears to be similar committed to a systematic view of
Bartók’s music.
12. For an interesting systematic treatment of this topic set in light of a reading of modern European
philosophy, see Pippin, Modernism as a Philosophical Problem.
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the music that should be seen as constitutive, that make Kurtág’s music (or the musical practice
he participates in) what it is?
The issue of social normativity may seem inappropriate when applies to musical
modernism. For one thing, modernism is often marked by a fervent individualism and an
intensely reflexive and iconoclastic attitude towards norms that were previously taken for
granted as constitutive. On the other hand, the attempt at establishing new musical syntax was
very much a live concern in certain strains of musical modernism; dodecaphony, for example,
could be seen as generalized practice defined by a set of constitutive norms. The question of
social normativity remains relevant even in an avant-garde context.
The opposition between syntax and connotation also involves another consideration, one
already alluded to above. This is the distinction between internally and externally defined
musical relationships. (Agawu, following Roman Jakobsen, adopts the terminology
“introversive” and “extroversive” semiosis to theorize this distinction).13 This distinction was at
the heart of Griffiths’s claim that Kurtág’s abandonment of syntax extends the freedom of
gesture. The first and last dyads of Figure 2.1 are both descending major thirds. If I show that
they are related at T6, I am making an internal claim about the music. If I assert that they are
each an example of a seufzen figure, I am making a claim about their expressive dimension, an
association with something extramusical. In both cases, these claims abide by an associational
logic, and neither are concerned with succession. Let us return to the Virág movement and
consider the extent to which Kurtág subordinates internal concerns to matters of expression.

13. Agawu, Playing with Signs 23-25.
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2.2 Incompletion in op. 7, ‘Death’ III
We followed Sallis in observing the vocal line exhibited a symmetrical progression of
unordered intervals: the direction of the intervals was ignored. If we do take interval direction
into account, we find that the symmetry of the passage is nearly maintained. Figure 2.3 shows
the succession of ordered pitch intervals. We see that the falling major second forms the center
of this succession, with most of the other intervals paired with their directional opposite. The
lone exception comes at the very end of the line: the initial falling major third G#-E should be
answered by a final rising major third D-F#. Instead, we get another falling major third, so that
the final pitch is a Bb rather than the expected F#. Figure 2.3a shows an idealized symmetrical
version of the line, which is compared with the actual music below in Figure 2.3b.

Figure 2.3. The Sayings of Péter Bornemisza, Death, III. A nearly-symmetrical soprano line (present in the actual
music) is compared with an idealized symmetrical version above it.

So far, we might find support for the idea that in Kurtág’s music, internal relationships
are subordinate to connotative gesture. While the symmetrical patterning of the line calls for a
rising major third, the text’s meditation on human frailty and mortality calls for a lamenting
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figure better represented by a falling major third. In this sense, we might characterize this as a
moment where Kurtág deviates from structural order for the sake of expression and illustration of
the text. It is not so much that the music abandons internal organization altogether, as a certain
reading of Griffiths’s remarks might suggest. It is rather that his internal structures break at a
crucial point. This preference for broken or incomplete patterns is in keeping with a composer
associated with an aesthetics of the fragmentary.
As we shall see, however, incompletion in Kurtág is seldom a brute denial of closure.
Kurtág’s music frequently deals in incomplete structures and deviations from patterns, but these
deviations often serve as clues pointing towards another analytical perspective on the music.
Since it was the falling major third that defied our expectations in Figure 2.3, I will now advance
a second analysis of the line that attends exclusively to its falling major thirds.
Figure 2.4 shows that the successive major thirds are related to each other by T9.
Recasting this succession as an <8,1> compound interval cycle helps us generate determinate
expectations regarding continuity and completion. Figure 2.5 shows the succession of pitch
classes of the full interval cycle using letter names. Every pitch class of the cycle is present in the
soprano line, save for B natural. G natural does occur in the music, but not in the succession
implied by the interval cycle. Eb, on the other hand, is the only note of the soprano line that does
not belong to the interval cycle.
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Figure 2.4. The Sayings of Péter Bornemisza, ‘Death’ III, soprano line. The successive descending major thirds are
related by T9.

Figure 2.5. The Sayings of Péter Bornemisza, ‘Death’ III. The soprano line articulates a nearly-complete <8,1>
interval cycle.

Figure 2.6. The Sayings of Péter Bornemisza, Death, III, soprano line. Comparison between two distinct analyses of
the line. Each analysis accounts for all but one pitch in the line, and each analysis implies one pitch that is absent
from the line.
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Figure 2.6 compares the two analyses of the soprano line. In many respects, the two
patterns, while incomplete, are complementary. Each one accounts for all but one note of the
line, although in the case of the interval cycle there is also an additional deviation from the
implied succession. I want to suggest that each analysis succeeds where the other fails, and each
account is in some sense defined by the failures of the other: the first reading, based on interval
succession, fails to account for the final falling major third, while the second reading, based on
falling major thirds, fails to account for succession. We might say that the two perspectives,
while incomplete on their own, nevertheless resolve each other, so to speak, at a higher level of
abstraction.
When considering the piano accompaniment, we find that it provides each of the pitchclasses implied but absent from each of the two readings of the soprano line: the F# completes
the symmetrical succession of intervals (albeit at a lower register) while the B and G complete
the <8,1> interval cycle (but do not appear in the order implied by that cycle) (Fig. 2.7).
This complex interplay of open and closed structures plays out on many levels
throughout Kurtág’s music. The foregoing analysis is one example of how Kurtág’s fragmentary
aesthetic does not entail a wholesale rejection of unity or closure. Ideals of unity and
fragmentation are held in an ambivalent tension with one another. For the time being, however,
the foregoing analysis suffices to show that the passage Griffiths refers to is concerned with a
fairly rich set of internal relationships – they are not merely subordinate to external expression.
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Figure 2.7. The Sayings of Péter Bornemisza, ‘Death’ III. Piano accompaniment provides missing pitch classes that
were implied by two distinct incomplete patterns in the soprano line.

2.3 Disaggregating the notion of musical syntax (II): other considerations
Nothing in the foregoing analysis explicitly negates Griffiths’ claim about Kurtág’s
liberation from syntax. However, by examining the various ways the term has been put to use in
a musical context, we are in a better position to specify the sense in which the claim may or may
not be true. The passage exhibits at least some patterns governing the moment-by-moment
succession of pitches or pitch classes. Some of these patterns are in a fragmentary state, and
many of the patterns complement each other in interesting ways. These patterns stop short of
being law-like in the sense that certain laws govern common practice tonality. However, Kurtág
is certainly not unique among 20th century composers in writing music that lacks a syntax in this
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sense.14 We should also note that, in its concern with symmetrical and cyclical harmonies, the
passage is typical of Kurtág’s compositional habits and aligns him with many other prominent
20th century composers. Finally, we can say that while the extramusical and connotative potency
of Kurtág’s music is undeniable, the foregoing analysis has also shown a richness of internally
defined musical relationships as well.
I would now like to return to the notion that Griffiths’s claim captures something about
the way the music is experienced. Perhaps Kurtág’s music exhibits an organization that
approaches syntax-like conditions, but it nevertheless is experienced in a way that feels, in some
significant sense, asyntactical. This difference in perspective between compositional structure
and auditory perception is captured well by Fred Lerdahl’s distinction between compositional
grammar and listening grammar.15 Now I will not be adopting the finer details of Lerdahl’s
theory of perception; I simply bring up the distinction because I find it to be a useful one for the
analyst to bear in mind. I will not engage with Lerdahl’s theory at length here but a few
comments about the bounds of the project are warranted. The first is that Lerdahl is primarily
concerned with formalizing the conditions for a listener’s complex hierarchical mental
representation of a piece’s end-state.16 Secondly, the project is motivated by an aesthetic ideal of
total transparency between the written (compositional grammar) and the audible (listening
grammar).17 Finally, Lerdahl’s project takes for granted an ideal listener who is trained in the

14. It is telling that the Griffiths passage cited above occurs during a chapter in Modern Music and After
titled “Reappraisal and Disintegration.” Griffiths’s overall narrative of post-war avant-garde music
centers around a brief moment of consensus (around serialism as a possible new common language in
Western Europe) that is subsequently broken (in part due to the influence of John Cage), resulting in a
proliferation of compositional niches and individualistic approaches.
15. Lerdahl, “Cognitive constraints on compositional systems.”
16. Lerdahl and Jackendoff, A Generative Theory of Tonal Music.
17. Lerdahl, “Cognitive Constraints,” 256.
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norms of common practice tonal music.18 All three of these normative assumptions must be in
place before the empirical claims of the project can be evaluated.
I would like to suggest that for modernist music, the relevance of all three of these
assumptions is open to question. First of all, modernist music entertains a much broader range of
listening goals than the grasping of a hierarchically structured musical end-state. (For Kurtág’s
fragmentary aesthetic, such a goal may be wholly inappropriate.) Secondly, modernism does not
belong to the same dramatic and public-facing idiom as 18th-century classical music, and
therefore the relationship between compositional structure and listener’s perception need not be
one of total transparency. Compositional and listening grammars can exist in many different
configurations, and the issue of how the two relate is best approached in dynamic and contextual
terms rather than general-schematic ones. Finally, as for the relevance of tonal norms, this can
hardly be assumed, since so much of modernist music is motivated by an explicit defiance of
those norms. My point is not to deny the usefulness of Lerdahl’s theory, but merely to point out
that its relevance to the idiom at hand is an open question.19
Still, the distinction between an analysis that describes a compositional structure and an
analysis primarily concerned with articulating a perceptual experience is a useful one. It is true
that we are finite listeners; we cannot hear just any musical relationship. Certain relationships
may require a good degree of training to hear, others an equal degree of discipline to un-hear,
and still others that cannot be heard under any circumstances. I would like to suggest that we
cannot specify which of our capacities or limitations are relevant until we have understood the

18. Lerdahl and Jackendoff, A Generative Theory of Tonal Music, 1
19. The foregoing, then, is agnostic with regard to the validity of Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s project as it is
articulated in A Generative Theory of Tonal Music. It is only when the project is employed as a criticism
against the post-war avant-garde, as it is in “Cognitive constraints,” that the normative assumptions of the
project start to look more like blind-spots.
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purposes and goals brought to bear on a specific practical musical context. This makes the static
formalization of a listening grammar a dubious affair. Throughout this study, I will remain
largely silent about the practical audibility of these analyses. The hope is that most of the
analyses can provide at least one model for a listening experience; some of them can be easily
heard by non-experts, while some of them articulate structures that I suspect are difficult for even
trained listeners hear but are nevertheless compositionally relevant. Certain analyses have their
origins in the author’s personal auditory experience, others originated through score study, and
most developed through some combination of both. The orienting goal of all of them is primarily
to develop an understanding Kurtág’s music.
If Lerdahl’s theory will not be adopted wholesale as an analytical tool, there are further
aspects of his account that can help us elaborate on the notion of musical syntax. One of the most
interesting aspects of Lerdahl’s project is the ways it highlights the interaction and
interdependence of tonal prolongation and rhythmic structure.20 This highlights the extent to
which tonal syntax involves a certain degree of interdependence among these domains. (The
notion of a cadence, for instance, is at least as dependent on phrasing and rhythmic factors as it is
on pitch, which is one reason why many experienced listeners are able to perceive quasicadential figures in post-tonal music). The foregoing analyses of the Virág movement have
attended almost exclusively to pitch or pitch-class, neglecting the role of phrasing and rhythm. It
is noteworthy, for instance, that the phrasing of the soprano line conceals rather than articulates
the <8,1> cycle by having a phrase boundary that cuts across the second descending major third.
Perhaps the disjunction between these parameters gives the <8,1> a less syntax-like role in the
music.

20. Ibid. 220-240
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A further attribute of tonality is its hierarchical structuring, or its exhibition of structural
depth.21 This, rather than temporality, is the property of tonal prolongation that is most highly
valued by Lerdahl.22
While the Virág passage does not exhibit a tonal hierarchy, it does have properties that
allow for a hierarchical interpretation. Figure 2.8 shows an analysis of the passage in terms of
transpositional combination.23 The piece is parsed in terms of three (0145) tetrachords, with the

Figure 2.8. The Sayings of Péter Bornemisza, Death, III. Casting of the piece in terms of three successive (0145)
tetrachords exhibiting transpositional combination.

21. Cohn, “Inversional Symmetry and Transpositional Combination in Bartók.”
22. Lerdahl and Jackendoff, A Generative Theory of Tonal Music, 8-9.
23. Cohn, “Inversional Symmetry and Transpositional Combination.”
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first two expressed as two ic4 dyads related at T1, and the final tetrachord expressed as two ic1
dyads related at T4. (The last two tetrachords overlap by one pitch, the low F# in the piano). In
short, the piece involves a shift in format, to use Richard Cohn’s terminology, from a localized
ic4 and a “structural” ic1, to a “structural” ic4 and a localized ic1. (Note how this reading of the
piece also accounts for the succession of the total configuration of pitch-classes in the way that
Figure 2.7 did not. This shows how once again Kurtág is able to suggest an incomplete structure
(that of Figure 2.7) that is subsumable within another structure that provides closure (Figure
2.8)).
We began by examining the extent to which the ‘Virág’ movement, a piece from
Kurtág’s first post-tonal period, exhibited or lacked a syntax. I have suggested that the question
is best approached by breaking it down into a set of more specific questions: 1) are there
processes governing moment-by-moment succession of events? 2) what kinds of idiomatic and
normative structures are involved in making the music intelligible? 3) what kinds of musical
relationships can be said to be “internal” to the work, as opposed to those that point outside of it?
4) what bearing can a given compositional structure have on a listener’s perceptual experience?
5) how do the various parameters of music (pitch, rhythm, timbre, etc) interact? 6) does the
music exhibit a hierarchical structure? If this is a broad array of considerations, then it speaks to
the indeterminacy of claims about syntax, especially in a post-tonal context. Each of these subquestions may remain difficult or controversial to answer in many contexts, but they nevertheless
set us off on more secure footing for analytical inquiry than taking on the issue of syntax as a
whole. In the next chapter we will begin an analysis of Officium breve. Disaggregating the issue
of musical syntax into a set of specific analytical concerns has left us better equipped to answer
questions about the role tonality plays in that work.
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CHAPTER 3: The Tonal/Post-Tonal Dichotomy in Officium breve, Movements I-IV
“The process by which Kurtág is able to maintain several levels of musical reference
within one phrase is intimately bound up with the music’s aphoristic character. It is
crucial for Kurtág to be able to maintain a degree of ambiguity with regard to the level on
which the gesture in question is working: thus, even though the second movement of his
Officium breve is in one sense clearly a tonal phrase, it stops at precisely the point at
which one would expect a concluding phrase to confirm that it is on the level of
traditional tonal material that the movement is principally organized. As with the literary
aphorism, Kurtág uses aphorism in order to maintain a fragile and unstable combination
of apparently contradictory levels of meaning.”1

In the previous chapter we explored the opposition between syntax and allusion. We concluded
that inherent in this opposition was a bundle of distinct concepts and methodological concerns.
With this framework in place, we are in a better position to address questions about the role of
tonality in Officium breve. It may be the case, as Alan Williams suggests above, that Kurtág’s
fragmentary forms make it difficult to discern whether traditional tonality is the principal source
of organization in a movement. There are questions we can ask, however, that can help us
interrogate the issue further: do tonal processes account for the moment-by-moment succession
of events in the piece, or do they only have local significance? Do they compete with other more
elegant explanations? Do the tonal functions asserted by the analyst conform to a consistent
social normative practice, or do they rely on ad-hoc idiosyncratic formulations? Are the norms

1. Williams, “Kurtág, Modernity, Modernisms,” 59.
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invoked historically and culturally appropriate to the idiom at hand? These questions may not
have clear yes-or-no answers, but they might help specify the degree to which tonality is
operative in Officium breve, and if the brevity of Kurtág’s music makes it difficult to do so, then
these questions can prompt us to explain why that is the case.
This chapter will analyze the first four movements of Officium breve with a focus on the
interplay between tonal and post-tonal forms of musical understanding. While this dichotomy is
present throughout the piece, these opening movements see the issue play out in an especially
dynamic and ambiguous manner. Each of the four movements taken on their own present special
challenges for understanding notions of tonality and pitch centricity within the work.
Furthermore, considering the four movements not only as discrete pieces but as part of a
continuous whole can open up new analytical possibilities and challenges.
Benjamin Frandzel perceives a purposeful ordering of movements across the work. He
asserts a gradual and linear ascent in pitch centricity across the piece from an initial C in the first
movements towards E in Movement X, abruptly turning back towards C in subsequent
movements.2 However, Frandzel is informal in handling how pitch centers are defined.
Sometimes he defines them by means of their allusion to tonal procedures, at other times by
appeal to various forms of symmetry, and still other times just by registral placement or by
saturation.3 If we distinguish between these competing sources of pitch centricity and attend to
the ways each one operates within each of the movements, we come away with an overall
trajectory that is much less linear and more ambiguous than the one asserted by Frandzel.

2 Frandzel, “A Canon across Time.” 386-392
3 Ibid.
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These competing sources of pitch centricity will be elaborated throughout the course of
the analysis. My findings for the first four movements are summarized in Table 3.1. Four
potential sources of pitch-centricity are considered: bass lines, chromatic pitch or pitch-class
symmetry, the presence of diatonic collections, and common practice tonal functions. These
factors overlap and are related in various ways. Some emerge as by-products of another –
movements exhibiting traces of common practice tonality will employ diatonic collections. At
other times, potentially contradictory sources of centricity will align, as with Movement II,
where C is established as a central pitch both by chromatic-symmetrical and tonal means. Still
other times, these elements will be in conflict with each other: movements I and III each present
conflicting candidates for pitch centricity. Local moments of structural ambivalence can provide
sources of coherence in the long run: plagal ambiguity is present in both of the aforementioned
movements, for example, and this features prominently in the Szervánszky quotation in
Movement XV as well. We will now attend to each movement individually and see how these
dynamics play out in greater detail.
3.1 Movement I
The first movement for solo cello is a modified transcription of an unpublished piece
entitled “Virág az ember (Turcsányi Tibor emlékére)” (1978). As the title suggests, it is
dedicated to the late cellist Tibor Turcsányi, and it is a variation on the ‘flower’ motto from
Kurtág’s own op. 7. It keeps with the tradition of other ‘flower’ variants in its tripartite phrase
structure, with each phrase consisting of two or three notes voiced in wide registral leaps and
with an imitative texture throughout. A deceptively simple piece, it gains its richness in its
elegant overlaying of multiple threadbare patterns.
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Table 3.1. Competing sources of pitch centricity in op. 28 Movements I-IV.
Movement:

Bass line

Symmetry

Diatonic
Collection

I

^5-^1-^5 in C
or ^1-^4-^1 in G
(plagal ambiguity)

D as center of
wedge

C major pentachord
with Ab outlier

II

^3-^2-^1 in C,
supported by first
inversion triads
(ends on vi,
suggesting A minor)

III

^4-^5-^1 in F
(plagal ambiguity)

IV

C-C#-D

D and Ab as
polar opposites in
B-F axis of
PC symmetry
Ab as center of
initial wedge m. 1-2
C-F# established
as axis of
PC-symmetry

initially chromatic,
C major heptachord
dominates lower
register in
second half
upper register
Bb, C#, G# outliers
C major heptachord
(with G#, Bb, C#
outliers)

Tonality

initial triadic
post-tonality in
m. 1-2
gives way to
a tenuous
C major
in. m. 2-6
C major with
anomalous
dissonances at
final cadence

PC-axis C-F# shifts
towards C#/D-G/G#

Figure 3.1. op. 28, Movement I. A symmetrical wedge structure of perfect fifths unfolds around a central axis and
starting pitch of D. The wedge articulates a diatonic pentachord. An extension of the cycle implies the tones B-F,
which would complete the diatonic heptachordal collection. Instead, Ab is provided, which maintains the pitchclass symmetry of the piece.
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The introduction of each new pitch class is governed by a symmetrical wedge structure of
perfect fifths unfolding out from the starting pitch D (Fig. 3.1.)4 The arrangement of pitches is
nearly symmetrical but for the displacement of C and G down one octave.
These first five pitch classes constitute a diatonic pentachord: C-D-E-G-A. If the fifthsbased wedge pattern were to continue, the next two pitch classes would be B and F, thus
completing the collection that belongs to the C diatonic scale. Instead, the pattern abruptly breaks
off with the final note of the piece, an Ab false harmonic. This note, while in several respects an
unexpected departure, nevertheless maintains the pitch class symmetry of the piece: the six
distinct pitch classes are balanced around a B-F axis of symmetry, with the final Ab serving as
the polar counterpart to the initial D.
Figure 3.2 shows how idiomatic features of the cello writing help account for the
repetition of pitches. Except for the last note, there are no fully stopped notes in the piece: every
note is either a harmonic or an open string. Bow placement is governed by a kind of zig-zag
arpeggiation across the four strings. (This shape also loosely recalls a kind of wedge structure,
thus resonating with the fifths pattern). Finally, there seems to be a timbral progression among
the harmonics, moving from the most stable and resonant natural harmonics at the octave,

4. Heydarbeygi, “Interval Cycles in György Kurtág’s Post-Dodecaphonic Late Music.” As was alluded to
in the previous chapter, Kurtág’s approach to pitch organization shares much in common with other
Hungarian modernist composers writing in the wake of Bartók. Accordingly, one will find in the analyses
that follow many resonances with prior analysts of Bartók, especially on the issue of inversional
symmetry, axial progressions, and cyclic harmonies. See especially Lendvai, “Béla Bartók: An Analysis
of His Music,” Perle, “Symmetrical Foundations,” and Antokoletz, “The Music of Béla Bartók.” The
analytical approach taken here is closer in spirit to the tradition of Perle and Antokoletz, but Lendvai was
a direct influence on Kurtág’s understanding of Bartók and will be discussed in Chapter Six. For more
discussion of Kurtág’s indebtedness to Lendvai, see Hohmaier, “Mutual Roots of Musical Thinking,” and
“Analysis-play-composition.”
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through to the slightly weaker ones at the fifth, and towards the weaker artificial touch-fifth
harmonic that closes the piece.

Figure 3.2. op. 28, Movement I. The pitches are articulated entirely by open strings on the cello and by touchharmonics. There is a loose timbral progression among the harmonic tones from strongest to weakest.

Figure 3.3. op. 28, Movement I. Adjacent ic-1 and ic-2 dyads constitute a through-line in the piece.

The repetition of pitches is also important for motivic and intervallic reasons. Figure 3.3
shows the adjacent usage of ic-1 and 2 (Frandzel’s “neighbor-tone” motive), which constitute an
important through-line in the piece.
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Figure 3.4. op. 28, Movement I. Interval classes generated by the succession of pitches from a wedging 5/7 cycle.

Figure 3.5. op. 28, Movement I. D competes with C as candidate for pitch centricity, from chromatic-symmetrical
and tonal-allusive perspectives, respectively.
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Out of all the “neighbor-tone” intervals, only the initial G-A emerges naturally out of the
wedging fifths pattern as an adjacent interval (Figure 3.4.) The remaining “neighbor-tone”
motives are artificial impositions onto the wedging fifths pattern, albeit ones that fall out
naturally from the idiomatic cello writing.
There are several candidate pitch centers in the piece (Fig. 3.5.) We saw that the starting
pitch D was the center of the symmetrical wedge structure of perfect fifths. However, the use of
the diatonic pentachord and the implied use of the full diatonic collection conjures an association
with C major. This association is also encouraged by the use of the open C and G strings, which
distinguish these pitches from the rest both in terms of timbre and registration. C major is the key
of the Szervánszky ‘Arioso’ passage that is transcribed in the final movement of Officium breve,
and more salient references to C major occur as soon as Movement II.
Figure 3.6 considers various readings of the bass line for the movement. If we take C as
our reference pitch, the bass line for the piece is ^5-^1-^5. As a linear bass line this is
unconvincing. One could just as well conceive of G as the tonic pitch, thus suggesting a plagal
progression ^1-^4-^1. Which reading is preferable will depend on how we construe the rhetoric
of the piece, which is rendered ambiguous due to the loosely proscriptive rhythmic notation and
lack of a stable tonal architecture. If we consider the G-C-G bass line as a linear succession of
pitches adhering to a beginning-departure-return paradigm, then the G major reading is more
convincing. A reading in C major will be more convincing if we hear the second G as an
arpeggiation above the C, which is plausible given the diminished rhythm placed upon it in
contrast to the two notes before it. (This is assuming we are not inclined to hear the entire piece
as arpeggiating a static field of perfect fifths.)
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While the C major association is undeniably important, I believe there is significance to
the plagal reading as well. G major as such is not a particularly important tonality in Officium
breve. However, plagal motion does play a role in other movements. As we will see, there is a
strong plagal orientation to the Szervánszky passage. Furthermore, Movement III features a
plagal oscillation in the bass, supported by similar upper harmonies and by similar imitative
seufzen gestures to those found in Movement I (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.6. op. 28, Movement I. The bass line can suggest tonalities of C or G major.

So if the brevity and spare nature of this individual movement puts us on shaky ground
for making certain analytical assertions, appealing to similar passages in other movements may
give us greater license. Appeal to plagal ambiguity in later movements is what makes the G
major reading compelling beyond a mere individual whim of hearing. Assenting to this line of
reasoning depends, of course, on the assumption that it is analytically appropriate or desirable to
foster such connections between movements in the piece. I believe there is good reason to
assume this is the case, but an element of doubt should also be admitted. As Sallis has pointed
out, many of the movements in Officium breve have compositional origins as individual
aphorisms that predate the overall conception of the piece.5 Kurtág himself was certainly keen on
fostering connections between movements, but it is significant that he does this through judicious

5. Sallis, “Recycled Flowers.”
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selection and arrangement of pre-composed pieces rather than laborious compositional
reworking.6 Movements I and III were originally composed with different purposes in mind. We
might find their shared properties significant, or we might be more inclined to consider them
merely chance correspondences. This ambivalence can itself be seen as part of the poetry of
Officium breve, especially when viewed in light of each of the movement’s dedicatees. The
connection between the passing of Tibor Turcsányi and that of Endre Szervánszky may be solely
based on their personal importance for Kurtág. The continuity we seek between these movements
rests on the same tenuous ground as when we give narrative shape to our lives by weaving
together seemingly disparate events.

Figure 3.7. op. 28, Movements I and III. Similar harmonies and imitative gestures pervade the openings of each
movement.

6. This is certainly the case when it comes to Kurtág’s own ordering of pieces from the Játékok in his
public recitals. See Williams, “Kurtág, Modernity, Modernisms,” 57-58.
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3.2 Movement II
The second movement is a modified transcription of an unpublished piece entitled “In
memoriam Baranyai Szolt” (1978) The dedicatee of the piece was a recorder player, a fact which
is echoed in the piece’s original instrumentation of two recorders (or two oboes or two clarinets)
and harp or harmonium or piano or cimbalom.7 In the context of Officium breve it runs attacca
from Movement I, with the cello’s Ab harmonic acting as a bridge note between the two
movements. This pitch also frames Movement II, appearing in the final measure, once again as a
cello harmonic and re-spelled as a G#. The allusions to the key of C major, which already
appeared in a tenuous form in Movement I, are intensified here: in the last four measures of the
piece the cello articulates a series of descending first inversion triads as the upper strings sustain
a C major triad.
While the fragmentary tonal allusions to C major are a salient feature of this piece, its
underlying pitch structure is governed by a more thoroughgoing progression of symmetrical
pitch-class collections (Fig. 3.8). Each of the violins voice a complete <3,5> compound interval
cycle articulated in pitch space. The second violin omits the implied third note of its cycle, Gb,
which had sounded a bar earlier in the first violin. The second violin’s final G appears an octave
lower from its implied registration. Taken together, the two violins articulate a highly
symmetrical nine-note pitch-class collection. There are three axes of symmetry, including the BF axis that governed the harmonies in Movement I.

7. Sallis, “Recycled Flowers,” 294.
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Figure 3.8. op. 28, Movement II. <3,5> compound interval cycles determine succession of pitches in violins. An axial
progression balancing around C-F# structures overall succession of pitch-classes in the movement.

As the first violin finishes its cycle, the cello initiates its descending first-inversion triads.
All three triads taken together constitute another symmetrical collection with a G#-D axis. In the
final bar, the cello’s closing gesture articulates an (01348) collection, which is symmetrical
around a B-F axis. Each of the latter two axes are shared by the initial collection articulated by
the violins. Furthermore, the latter two axes “balance” around the third axis of that initial
collection, C-F#. In contrast to Movement I, where tonal and symmetrical logics yielded
competing candidates for a central pitch, here C plays the role of a central pitch from both tonal
and pc-symmetrical perspectives.
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Having established the underlying chromatic-symmetrical logic of the piece, we shall
consider its tonal aspects. As Alan Williams notes, the tonal progression implied by the cello’s
first inversion triads is a relatively weak one (I6-vii6-vi6): the descending fifths B-F to A-E are
flawed from a voice-leading perspective, more readily conjuring the image of a child playing on
the white keys of the piano.8 (This is a common Kurtág trope. Williams has noted the appearance
of this gesture in many pieces from the Játékok.)9
We should note that in the piece’s original context, this association would have been
literalized, since in certain orchestrations this gesture would have been played by a keyboard
player). The violin’s Bb and Db do not belong to the tonal collection and appear as unresolved
dissonances, although they are stratified from the rest of the pitches in terms of registration so
that the tonal resonance of the passage remains clear. The cello’s final G# is less stratified,
appearing one half-step above the viola’s G natural. In Movement III, the same three dissonant
pitch classes [Bb, C#, G#] appear amidst music that otherwise adheres to a C-diatonic collection
(Fig. 3.9.)
I suggest that the significance of the dissonances Bb-C#-G# against a C diatonic context
relate to Szervánszky’s ‘Arioso’: they constitute the first three deviations from the C diatonic
collection in that piece (Fig. 3.10.) In Movement II they appear in the same order as they do in
the ‘Arioso’, which modulates to A major shortly after the end of the passage transcribed in
Movement XV of Officium breve. Oddly enough, Movement III, which is more explicitly
modelled on the ‘Arioso’, introduces these dissonances in a different order.

8 Williams, “Kurtág, Modernity, Modernisms.” 56-57.
9 Ibid, 57-58.
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I have characterized the Bb, Db, and G# as ‘dissonances’ only insofar as they appear in
contrast with the otherwise C-diatonic collection of the passage; I have refrained from attributing
any functional significance to these outlier pitches. Frandzel is more ambitious in this regard. He
characterizes some of these dissonances in Movement II as “extended and unresolved
neighbors.”10 (Figure 3.11.) He asserts Db as an extended upper-neighbor to C, and suggests that
G# can be heard as an upper neighbor to G and perhaps also a lower neighbor to A. In both of
these instances Frandzel’s usage of the term “neighbor-tone motive” appears to refer to ic-1
dyads. However, in his analyses of Movement I, Frandzel also labeled ic-2 dyads as “neighbortone” gestures.11 This allows us to consider the first violin’s Bb as a lower neighbor to C as well.
In this context, without any tonal, registral or rhetorical constraints on the attribution of such a
gesture, “neighbor-tone” just means the use of interval class 1 or 2. Let us assume that the notes
of the C major triad should count as consonances in this passage. If all it takes for something to
count as a neighbor-tone gesture is having its pitch-class be one or two semitones away from a
given consonance, then any of the remaining nine pitch-classes absent from the C major triad
could count as neighbor-tones (Figure 3.12.) This in of itself is not a problem in tonal music,
where there are more strict conventions regarding voice-leading and where rhetorical, rhythmic
and textural figurations aid our intuitions about neighbor-tone attribution. If we allow for
“extended or unresolved neighbor-tones”, then registration and resolution play no constraining
role in the attribution of a neighbor-tone. This begins to make the attribution of the term feel
somewhat diffuse. The term in this context loses its expressive and structural connotations and
simply refers to any note that happens to sound out that does not belong to the C major triad.
While I agree with Frandzel’s assertion that the neighbor-tone motive plays an important role in
10. Frandzel, “A Canon across Time.” 386.
11. Ibid.
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Officium breve, I think we should be cautious in the attribution of this motive divorced from
considerations of rhythm, gesture, contour and registration.
In summary, despite the striking appearance of a C major triad and the apparent
functionality of the cello’s descending progression, tonality plays a relatively weak role in this
movement – something more akin to local allusion than underlying syntax. We can grant
Williams’s assertion that the brevity of the music results in a level of undecidability with regard
to functional significance. At the same time, however, we can contrast the tonal allusions with
the chromatic-symmetrical axial progression in Figure 3.8. The latter goes a long way in
accounting for the choice and succession of pitch-classes for the entire passage. It is not that this
renders the tonal allusions irrelevant. On the contrary, it is striking the extent to which Kurtág
has chosen to fashion this material in a way that amplifies the tonal resonances at the expense of
making the symmetrical structure explicit. As with Movement I, the various perspectives brought
to bear on the work should be seen as mutually constraining. The music supports various
analytical narratives, some more structurally far-reaching than others, but what ultimately
accounts for the specific configuration of the material is the way it allows for these multiple
meanings and competing perspectives.
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Figure 3.9. op. 28, Movements II and III. Throughout most of Movement II and all of Movement III, the only
deviations from the C-diatonic heptachordal collection are Bb, Db, G#.

Figure 3.10. Endre Szervánszky, Serenade, III, ‘Arioso’. First three deviations from a C-diatonic collection are Bb, C#,
and G#.
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Figure 3.11. op. 28, Movement II. Deviations from an otherwise C-diatonic passage marked in terms of Frandzel’s
“neighbor-tone” assertions. (See Frandzel “A Canon Across Time.”)

Figure 3.12. The three pitch-classes of a major triad will be one or two semitones away from the nine remaining
pitch classes.
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For the most part I have considered Movement I and II as individual pieces, attending to
their internal dynamics. Occasionally, I have appealed to other movements, notably III and XV,
in order to lend support for some of the more speculative analytical claims. Since Movement I
runs atacca into Movement II, the continuity between the two movements will now be
considered.

Figure 3.13. op. 28, Movements I and II. Two distinct symmetrical wedge structures constitute Movement I and the
opening of Movement II. Each wedge implies an arrival on B-F, but only the second wedge delivers on this promise.

Viewing these first two movements as a group complicates our reading of the opening of
Movement II. The wedge-structure of Movement I is answered by a second wedge at the opening
of Movement II, which begins with the Ab shared between the two pieces (Fig. 3.13.) This
wedge is structured by increasingly wide intervals, progressing from ic-2 to ic-4. The endpoint of
this wedge is the dyad B-F, which was the implied-but-absent destination of the wedge in
Movement I. If we conceive of Movement I and the opening of Movement II as a continuous
musical process, then we can see the passage as approaching B-F from two different directions.
The arrival at B-F is also structurally significant in that initiates the portion of Movement II that
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most clearly alludes to C major, where the dyad belongs to a diminished triad that functions as a
leading-tone chord to the tonic.

Figure 3.14. Intervallic arrangement of the black keys of a keyboard are symmetrical around G#.

Like the cello’s descending first inversion triads, this wedge resonates with the topology
of the piano, with Ab being a point of symmetry amidst the black keys (Figure 3.14.)
Even as it signals the arrival of a tonal process, the diminished triad remains an important
sonority for the rest of the movement in other ways. The B diminished triad in this opening
passage belongs to a succession of diminished triads related by T-4: [Eb-Gb-A], [B-D-F], [G-BbDb] (Fig. 3.15.) The complement of these diminished chords is a C augmented triad, which
sounds out conspicuously at the end of the movement when the G# cello harmonic clashes with
the sustained C major triad. The C augmented triad will remain an important sonority throughout
the remaining movements. The axis of symmetry of the three diminished chords in combination
is the C-F# axis, the primary axis of the movement as a whole. Once again, we find an
ambiguous overlap between tonal and cyclical/chromatic processes.
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Figure 3.15. op. 28, Movement II. The harmonies of the violins articulate a succession of diminished triads related
at T-4. The complement of the resulting nine-note collection sounds in the final measure of the piece.

Movement I and II are also connected in that they end with nearly identical pitch-class
collections: both contain A-C-E-G-G#/Ab, to which Movement II adds a B natural (Figure 3.17.)
The pc-sets these collections belong to, (03458) and (013458), will play an important role in
future movements. In both cases the registration of the sets articulate a vertical stack of perfect
fifths and a triadic subset.

Figure 3.16. op. 28, Movements I and II. The final measure of each movement sounds a similar pitch-class
collection.
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3.3 Movement III
This duo for viola and cello is a transcription of the first “Silence: Homage to
Szervánszky” (1973) piece, published in Játékok volume III. Kurtág has called the piece a “quasi
skeletonic” analysis of Szervánszky’s ‘Arioso’.12 Indeed, we will find it assimilates many of the
prominent characteristics of the Szervánsky passage transcribed in Movement XV. Interestingly
enough, the original piano version is a whole-step lower than the form it takes in Officium breve.
This original form obscures the affinities with Szervánszky by displacing its tonality from C
major to Bb major. The transposition of previously written material up a whole step will be seen
as a common motive throughout Officium breve. This movement forms a pair with Movement
XII, which reproduces the viola and cello part and adds high-register harmonics in the violins.
Sallis’s analysis of this movement in particular is focused on its fragmentary uses of
tonality.13 Sallis acknowledges that the piece is saturated with tonal allusions. For instance, he
detects a hint of F major in the notes of the bass register (Fig. 3.17).
Sallis denies that these tonal allusions carry any thoroughgoing structural significance.
He writes “rather than presenting an example of reconstructed tonality, the sounds and silence of
the third movement evoke the memory of what tonality once was. Nothing is asserted, everything
is suggested. … In place of tonal architecture, we are confronted with the ruins and debris of an
abandoned edifice.”14

12. Walsh, “A Brief Office for György Kurtág.”
13. Sallis, “Recycled Flowers,” 299-300.
14. Ibid.
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Figure 3.17. op. 28, Movement III. Sallis reads the bass-line of the piece as suggesting F. The bass line has been
labelled accordingly with scale degrees. See “Recycled Flowers” 300.

Sallis acknowledges the rhetorical affinities between these two pieces: both make
constant use of dyadic sighing figures. He does not, however, set the work’s tonal allusions in
relation to its source material. The initial key of Szervánszky’s Serenade is not F, but rather a
modally inflected C major. While I do not want to suggest that Kurtág’s piece is tonal in a
straightforward sense, I will argue that understanding it in relation to the Szervánszky piece will
clarify the role of tonal allusion in the work.
The opening of Kurtág’s piece can be seen as a refashioning of Szervánszky’s opening
melody (Fig. 3.18.) This melody is characterized by an oscillating E-D neighbor-tone gesture
that eventually falls to C, underneath a G pedal that eventually falls to F. In Kurtág’s piece, the
E-D dyad is retained at pitch level, the G pedal is shifted down one octave, and the closing dyad
C-F is turned into a bass line that accompanies the upper voices.
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Figure 3.18. op. 28 Movements XV and III. The opening melody of Movement III is a refashioning of the melody of
Szervánszky’s Serenade III, ‘Arioso.’

Each of these three elements derived from Szervánszky’s melody is sustained throughout
the remainder of Kurtág’s piece. Starting in measure two, a fourth element is introduced in the
upper register: an initially oscillating G#-A dyad that gives way to a linear ascent up to C#. So
while the piece is manifestly a duo for viola and cello, it can also be viewed as exhibiting a fourpart arrangement (Fig. 3.19b.)
This stratification into four parts helps make explicit some of the multifarious allusions to
tonality in the piece. The lower voices are derived from the Szervánszky melody, rooted in C
major. As Sallis observed, the bass line is suggestive of F. Finally, the uppermost voice suggests
A major.
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Figure 3.19. op. 28, Movement III. An implicit four-voice texture partially enables a prolongational reduction.
Dissonant ninths destabilize the final cadence.

Sallis’s claim that the piece exhibits no functional tonal syntax is plausible. The piece
studiously avoids the direct presentation of a triad, and its spare Webernian rhetoric does not seem
congenial to tonal norms. This creates the same kinds of problems seen in Movement II regarding
Frandzel’s assertion of neighbor-tone gestures. Frandzel calls the high register C# in measure 5 an
“extended and unresolved upper neighbor” to C, which appears in the bass register.15 (Figure
3.20a.) In general, the piece is saturated with many ic-1 and ic-2 adjacencies, many of which are
identified by Frandzel as neighbor-tone motives.16 Again, we must ask why these adjacencies
should be counted as neighbor-tones and not, for instance, arpeggiations of non-triadic harmonies.

15. Frandzel, “A Canon Across Time,” 386-387.
16. Ibid.
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However, the piece’s four-part texture gives it a determinacy of voice that allows us to at
least provisionally attempt a prolongational reading.17 Figure 3.19c casts the piece as a
succession of vertical harmonies. A new chord is formed with the introduction of each note, and
I will assume that each note within a given voice is prolonged until a new note appears within
that voice. I will take Szervánszky’s C major as our reference tonality.

Figure 3.20. op. 28, Movement III. Frandzel’s “Extended and unresolved” upper neighbor-tone. (See “A Canon
Across Time.’)

Figure 3.19d shows the resulting prolongational analysis. It has the majority of the piece
prolonging a first inversion ii chord with the G pedal in the tenor. The authentic cadence that
follows is destabilized by two pairs of dissonant ninths: Bb against B natural in the dominant,
and C natural against C# in the tonic. A further dissonance, the final F in the bass remains
unresolved, but to my ears this suggests a cyclical return to the opening of the piece, supported
as it is by identical notes in upper voices. From a standpoint of tonal syntax, this is less
destabilizing, since an implied return to the beginning brings with it an implied sense of

17. In formulating this problem I take my cue from Straus, “The Problem of Prolongation in Post-Tonal
Music.”
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resolution. It is the dissonant ninths at the final cadence that mark the most violent departure
from tonal norms in this piece.
While the music could hardly be said to be tonal in a straightforward sense, we should
note that the destabilizing dissonances occur in isolated instances, albeit at a crucial moment in
the progression. An overall predominant-dominant-tonic progression is still intelligible, if highly
contestable. This reading helps express the feeling of a music on the threshold between static
oscillation and directed progression. Perhaps more important, though, is the way in which this
analysis helps illuminate the work’s structural affinities with the Szervánszky piece.
There are three salient features in Szervánszky’s ‘Arioso’ that are echoed in Kurtág’s
“skeletonic analysis.” The first is the turn to a predominant ii7 chord over a C-G pedal. The
second is the use of a lowered seventh scale degree Bb in a Mixolydian cadence on C that closes
the first section of the piece. Finally, there is the subsequent turn to A major at the start of the
second section. Figure 3.21 compares each movement with each of these corresponding features
marked.
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Figure 3.21. Comparison of relevant events in op. 28 Movement III and Szervánszky, Serenade, III.
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I do not want to suggest that this movement straightforwardly adheres to conventional
common-practice tonality. However, the implicit four-part texture of the piece does enable us to
read it in light of a determinate set of tonal norms. The fact that the piece is explicitly based on
Szervánszky’s ‘Arioso’ is supporting evidence that such a reading is relevant. With that said, the
movements’ placement after the preceding movements in Officium breve destabilizes the tonal
reading somewhat. While Movement I was certainly rife with tonal allusions, its principal means
of organization was around the cycle of perfect fifths. The importance of perfect fifths receded in
Movement II but a stack of perfect fifths did re-appear in the cello part at the close of that piece,
just before the start of Movement III. Perfect fifths and fourths saturate the fixed-pitch scheme in
that movement as well – C-G-D-A are all voiced a fifth apart (with the C displaced down one
octave), while B is also fixed a perfect fifth above the fixed E, and F and Bb are fixed as stacked
fourths above the low C. Figure 2.22 compares the fix-pitched schemes of Movements I and III
as well as the closing cello gesture in Movement II. It is possible to view Movements II and III
as imperfectly extending the 5-cycle established in Movement I in either direction: Movement II
moves from E to B, while Movement III extends beyond C towards F and Bb.
According to the tonal reading in Figure 3.19d, we are to hear the viola’s D as a
dissonance, in the form of a lower neighbor-tone that resolves up to E. The saturation of vertical
fifths throughout these three movements diffuses this sense of tonal motion: we may be tempted
to hear C-G-D as a static consonance in its own right, implying no need for resolution. The fact
that the alto line oscillates between D and E throughout intensifies this ambivalence. While these
first three movements all have different compositional origins, their placement alongside each
other charges them with syntactical and associational ambiguities. Movement I emphasizes
quintal harmony, while Movement II is largely triadic and contains attenuated functional
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progressions in C major. Each of these movements imbues us with different intuitions regarding
our hearing of Movement III.

Figure 3.22. Officium breve op. 28, I-III. A sequence of perfect-fifth sonorities serves as a source of continuity
throughout the first three movements.

3.4 Movement IV
Movement IV marks a turn away from the (tenuous and idiosyncratic) tonality of
Movement III towards a more chromatically saturated texture. Previous scholars have noted that
this is the moment where Webern’s canon begins to take hold in Officium breve. The connections
with Webern will be explored in the next chapter. For now, we will take the piece on its own
terms as well as explore its connections with the previous three movements.
The closing phrase of Movement III mirrors the opening phrase of Movement IV (Fig.
3.23.) If we construe the opening two phrases of Movement III as having an antecedentconsequent relationship, then the implied consequent to Movement III’s final phrase should be a
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D4 in the viola followed by a C2 in the cello. Both of these pitches are present in the correct
order at the start of Movement IV. In Movement IV, D4 is included as the second highest pitch
of a large chromatic cluster. Arriving as it does right after Movement III, then, the cello’s low C
in Movement IV can still be heard as carrying tonal significance; the apparent rhetorical
continuity between the two pieces strengthens this hearing. This tonal residue evaporates rather
quickly, however, as the movement is thoroughly saturated with chromatic harmonies and the
bass-line itself gives way to a chromatic ascent.

Figure 3.23. The end of Movement III recalls its opening, which thereby implies an answering phrase that is
provided, in modified form, by Movement IV.
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Frandzel’s analysis of this movement is thorough and comprehensive; much of what
follows here is a reprise of his general account, with some minor refinements and additional
details provided.18 The first section of this movement consists of a progression of pitch-class
symmetrical harmonies (Fig. 3.24.) In each case, the arrangement is also nearly pitchsymmetrical, and in all but one case this symmetry is perturbed by a displacement of a pitch from
its implied registration into the bass register. The initial harmony is a cluster around C4. C2 and
C3 is sounded in the bass shortly after. After an asymmetrical re-voicing of this initial harmony,
another pitch-symmetrical sonority is sounded in measure three. The pitch-classes of this chord
imply a cluster around F#, but here it is voiced in sevenths and ninths, with F# octaves at its
center. This implies once again a literal pitch center of C5, which is again absent as the C octaves
in the bass continue to sound.
The chord that initiates measure five is once again a cluster. Here it is the implied top
pitch, A#, rather than a center pitch, that is displaced into the lowest register. This disrupts the
pitch symmetry of the sonority. In the second half of measure five, octave doublings in the inner
voices disturb an otherwise pitch-symmetrical arrangement.
These pitch-class symmetrical harmonies articulate an axial progression from C-F# to
C#/D-G/G#. This ascent is echoed by the chromatic ascent in the bass register from C to D. Thus
a shift in pitch centricity is effected in two different ways: through pitch-class symmetry on the
one hand and through bass motion on the other.
In the final section of the piece, a twelve-note aggregate is distributed across the four
instruments in the form of trichordal, quasi-ostinato figures. Since the full aggregate is present,

18. Frandzel, “A Canon Across Time,” 387-388.
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the passage exhibits pitch-class symmetry in only the most trivial sense. No symmetrical
arrangement is present in the distribution of pitch-classes across the instruments.
If the first three movements can be read as a struggle between tonal and chromaticsymmetrical logics, then the fourth movement marks the point where the music shifts decisively
in favor of the latter. Most of the central movements will now be oriented around the Webern
quotation, and while the tonal-atonal dichotomy will not dissipate entirely, at this point it ceases
to be a central dynamic within the piece.

Figure 3.24. op. 28, Movement IV. A succession of symmetrical vertical harmonies is governed by a shift in axial
symmetry from C towards D. This shift is echoed in the chromatic ascent of the bass line.
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CHAPTER 4: Transcription and Re-composition in Officium breve Movements IV-VII

In the previous chapter, we saw how the first four movements of Officium breve enacted
an ambiguous struggle between tonal and post-tonal forms of understanding. Movement IV
marks the point where this tension begins to recede from the music as the focus shifts towards
the music of Webern. Most of the inner movements in the piece are based on Webern’s op. 31/vi.
Kurtág’s incorporation of Webern’s canon throughout Officium breve is much more
pervasive and explicit than his handling of Szervánszky’s ‘Arioso’. Aside from the direct
transcription in Movement XV, allusions to the ‘Arioso’ take place in the form of spare analytic
commentary (Movements IIII and XII) or in the form of seemingly coincidental correspondences
(which can be found in virtually any of the other movements, but especially those that allude
heavily to C major, such as I, II or XI.) By contrast, most of the movements associated with the
Webern material can be seen on a spectrum that blurs the line between direct transcription and
re-composition. This chapter will examine the ways Webern’s canon is manifest in the piece.
After a brief overview of Webern’s original movement, the analyses will start with Movement
IV, where Webern’s techniques are utilized in a weakened form. We will then move towards
movements that approach varying degrees of transcription in Movements V, VII, and Xa. The
chapter will continue with an analysis of Movement VI; while this is an original canon by
Kurtág, I will argue it has properties that echo his modifications of Webern’s canon in the
transcription movements. We will close with an analysis of the Webern transcription proper in
Movement X. Throughout, we shall see how Kurtág is able to partially integrate the quotation
into Officium breve, such that it sounds out with an uncanny familiarity with what came before
while still maintaining itself as distinctively alien to Kurtág’s style.
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4.1 Webern op. 31/vi: ‘Gelockert aus dem Schoße’
Since Webern’s op. 31/vi provides the basis for all of the movements analyzed in this
chapter, we would do well to review the basic features of the source piece. Kathryn Bailey
designates the prime row for the cantata as F#-A-F-E-Ab-Eb-G-B-Bb-D-C#-C.1 (Throughout I
will label the rows by their starting pitch using a fixed pitch-class numbering, with C=0, but I
will provide Bailey’s row numbering as well, which takes the above transposition as P0.) As
Bailey notes, the row is unusual, given Webern’s normal compositional concerns, in being both
asymmetrical and non-combinatorial. However, Webern’s choice of row forms in this particular
movement results in a highly symmetrical canon. In Webern’s own words:
“The second part (alto) sings the first notes of the first (tenor) backwards, the third
(soprano) has the inversion of the second, and the fourth (bass) is the inversion of the
first, but moreover sings the notes of the third backwards! – So, a double interlinking, one
and four, two and three (by inversion) also one and two, three and four (cancrizan).”2
This concern with symmetry makes it a natural choice for Kurtág’s purposes. The pairing
of alto and soprano parts, as well as bass and tenor, exhibit a pitch-class symmetry
around D. There is also a less abstract, albeit more localized symmetry around D: it is the
first pitch of the tenor and bass parts, with the upper voices sounding pitch classes a
major third above and below. These same pitches arrive at the end of the piece as well.
Kurtág’s transposition of the movement up a whole-step re-orients the movement
around E. As mentioned earlier, Frandzel characterizes this as the endpoint of an overall
linear ascent in tonal center from C towards E throughout the first ten movements of the

1. Bailey, The Twelve-Note Music of Anton Webern, 26.
2. Ibid, 133.
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piece.3 In Chapter Three we saw how the tonal trajectory of the piece was more fraught
with ambiguity than Frandzel suggested. With that said, the importance of a relatively
small amount of adjacent tonal centers should be noted: C, D, and E predominate,
regardless of whether they are established by allusions to common practice tonality, pitch
class symmetry, or other means.
As we shall soon see, Kurtág’s transposition of the Webern up a whole-step is
important for establishing more localized resonances with other material in Officium
breve. First, however, we shall resume our analyses of Movement IV, started in the
previous chapter.

4.2 Movement IV

Figure 4.1. op. 28, Movement IV. Row forms from Webern op. 31 are marked. Row forms are labelled by starting
pitch with C=0. Alternate row labels based on Bailey 1991 are provided in parenthesis.

Previous commentators have generally accepted that Movement IV is the first movement
in Officium breve to employ Webern’s row forms.4 It should be noted, however, that serial logic

3. Frandzel, “A Canon across Time.”
4. Grmela, “Recall and Repetition in Some Works by Kurtág”; Frandzel, “A Canon across Time.”
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plays a weak role in the piece: only one complete row form seems to have a bearing on the
succession of pitch-classes in the piece, with two other row forms being suggested in
fragmentary ways (Fig. 4.1.)
The intensely vertical orientation of the piece and its penchant for cluster formations
further weakens the serial nature of the piece. Row forms are primarily discernible through the
(largely dyadic) partitioning across instruments. In the first chord, instrumental partitioning
makes explicit an interval cycle that is latent in parts of Webern’s row (Bailey’s I6).5 It is a
compound interval cycle of major thirds related at T1 (Fig. 4.2.) In measure three, the row is
completed, with instrumental voicings emphasizing major sevenths (Fig. 4.1.) The end points of
the row, C and F#, are emphasized using octaves in the cello and second violin respectively.

Figure 4.2. op. 28, Movement IV, opening. The partitioning of the pitches in the opening sonority across the upper three strings
articulates a <4,9> cycle, with each part playing a major third related at T1.

5. Bailey, The Twelve-Note Music of Anton Webern.
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In measure five, a partial presentation of I6 (Bailey’s I0) is discernible, although the
instrumental partitioning is not as clean as it was in the first four measures. Moreover, the row
does not convincingly account for the cello’s A#, which should appear after the C# and D.
Appeal to the row also does not account for the repetition of G# and G later in the measure. The
final trichord of the row is not articulated in any meaningful way – not by registration,
instrumental voicing, or succession.
While the movement’s final section presents a 12-note aggregate, it does not seem to be
governed by Webern’s row forms in any significant sense. The first violins do play (014), an
important trichordal subset of the row, and the initial ordering in the first violin suggests the start
of Webern’s prime form. But neither the viola’s (013) nor the cello’s (025) are present as
adjacent trichords in Webern’s row.
From this we can conclude that while the piece initially takes its bearings from properties
of Webern’s row, it is more strongly governed by the axial progression and succession of
symmetrical harmonies noted in the previous chapter (see Figure 3.24.) With that said, neither
axial progressions or Webern’s row forms account for the final ostinato section of the piece. In a
sense, the only linear through-line in this movement is a threadbare chromatic ascent in the bass.
Two sources of syntax-like structure, a progression of symmetrical harmonies and Webern’s
dodecaphony, are absent by the end of the movement. Overall, then, we might say that this
movement involves the dissolution of structure.

4.3 The Transcription Movements
If the Webernian resonances of Movement IV remain weak, they ring louder in the music
that follows. Movements V, VII, X and Xa constitute a group that are best seen as modified
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transcriptions of Webern’s op 31/VI. Movement X is the most straightforward transcription. It
reproduces Webern’s entire double canon in its entirety, transposing the material up a step. This
transposition is partially motivated by practical requirements, so that the lowest note of the alto
part is within the range of the viola. We will examine some further consequences of this
transposition at the end of the chapter.
Movement Xa re-aligns two of the voices of the canon so that they are synchronized with
each of the other two voices. This reduces the canon from four to two voices. It also verticalizes
the canon in the sense that parts that originally entered in succession now occur simultaneously.
Each aspect of Kurtág’s treatment of the canon in Xa will be amplified in the other two
transcription movements: Movement VII reproduces two of the voices of the canon in its
entirety, and freely augments this canon with harmonics that usually double notes of the canon at
the octave or harmonize with them at the fifth. Movement V turns the canon into a succession of
vertical harmonies which are subjected to free rhythmic and timbral treatment by the composer
in ways that allude to Kurtág’s op.1/I for string quartet.6
There is also a dramatic arrangement of the movements that tend towards more literal
presentations of the Webern material. Movement V, while reproducing almost all of the pitch
material, is the most rhythmically and timbrally differentiated from Webern’s original.
Movement VII presents two lines of the Webern canon in their entirety with minimal alterations,
and we finally arrive at a straightforward transcription with Movement X.

6. Williams, “Kurtág, Modernity, Modernisms.” The affinities with Kurtág’s op. 1/I could also be said to
begin with Movement IV, given its highly verticalized presentation of symmetrical harmonies.
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4.4 Movement V
This movement transcribes the vertical sonorities in Webern’s op. 31/vi (or rather, those
of their transposed arrangement in Movement X). Rhythmically and timbrally the treatment is
quite free, arranging Webern’s harmonies into gestures that covertly recall the first movement of
Kurtág’s own op. 1 for string quartet.
Previous scholarship has downplayed the extent to which Movement V is a
straightforward transcription of all of the vertical harmonies in Webern’s op. 31/vi.7 It is true that
the movement is subtitled “Fantasy on the harmonies of Webern’s canon,” but the freedom
implicit in the fantasy here refers to the orchestration and rhythm, not to the succession of
harmonies. Figure 4.3 shows the opening of both movements and suggests the process by which
Kurtág derived his harmonies. The first two notes of Movement X sound unaccompanied, so
they are omitted from Movement V. In measure two of Movement X, a C enters in the second
violin while the G is still sounding in the Viola. This is our first vertical sonority, and so it gets
transcribed as the first chord in Movement V. The next verticality A-Eb arrives on beat 1 of
measure three in Movement X. This is the second verticality of Movement V. In the second half
of that measure we get our first three-note chord: the second violin’s A continues to sound, and is
joined by D# and G in the other voices. This is the third verticality in Movement V. So while
Frandzel is correct that Kurtág departs from Webern’s row forms by omitting and repeating
notes, he misses the strictness with which Kurtág derives the harmony: it just happens to be a
strict procedure that is unconcerned with preserving the integrity of the work’s 12-tone
constraints.

7. For instance, see Frandzel, “A Canon across Time.” 388: “The movement is indeed a fantasy, being
structured upon Webern’s harmonies but in a very free manner. Although Kurtág borrows Webern’s row
forms, he departs from Webern’s highly ordered usage, changing the order of pitches or repeating pitches
when needed…” etc.
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Figure 4.3. The harmonies of op. 28/V are derived from Movement X (Webern’s op. 31/VI transposed up one
whole-step). For the articulation of each new note in Movement X, the total vertical sonority sounding at that
moment is transcribed as a chord in Movement V.
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Figure 4.4. op. 28 Movement IV. Succession of vertical harmonies compared with succession of vertical harmonies
in Webern op. 31/vi.
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Figure 4.4 reproduces the pitch content of both movements, with the verticalities from op.
31/VI derived by the same process demonstrated in 4.1. This largely recreates the process by
which Kurtág apparently composed Movement V. Any discrepancies between the precise
arrangement of pitches have been marked in parenthesis. For the most part, divergences from
Webern are spare: there are some octave displacements and some anticipations, and there is a
repetition of a four-chord sequence in which the registral climax is reached.
4.5 Movement VI
While this short canon is not overtly based on Webern’s canon, its original subtitle bears
the inscription “Hommage a Webern.” The canon is based on a four-note ordered chromatic
segment (Fig. 4.5). The violins each play a form of interval series -1, -1, +3, which I have
designated as the prime form. The cello plays an inverted form of the segment. The viola plays a
linear descending chromatic segment; we can view this as a retrograde inversion that is rotated to
make the chromaticism of the canon subject explicit. (The cello’s initial G# is a hangover from
the previous Webern movement. The final cadence of the piece resists easy analysis in terms of
the canon.)
The transpositional levels of each canon subject create a high saturation of vertical
perfect fifths. I suggest that the piece can be cast as two competing 5-cycles moving in opposite
directions, such that they are related by T1 (Fig. 4.6). (While the saturation of fifths perhaps
tenuously recalls Movement I, although the dissonant nature of the two 5-cycles in combination
makes for a stark contrast with the ‘purity’ of the opening movement.) Initially, segments of each
of the five cycles appear in vertical succession. Later, they appear stratified in terms of
registration. The final cadence at the end can be seen as an extension of each five cycle so that
each ends where the other started (Fig. 4.7).
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In its dual nature as a canon in four voices at one level and in two voices at another, it
looks forward to Kurtág’s reduction of Webern’s canon from four to two voices in Movements
VII and Xa. At the same time, the 5-cycle structure betrays a concern with the vertical elements
of the polyphonic texture, recalling Kurtág’s verticalization of the canon in Movement V. Thus
both the reduction of voices and verticalization of texture become conceptual links across these
central movements of Officium breve.

Figure 4.5. op. 28, Movement VI. A double canon based on the ordered succession -1 -1 +3.
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Figure 4.6. Two <5/7> cycles implicit in the double canon of op.28/VI.

Figure 4.7. op. 28, Movement VI parsed in terms of two competing <5/7> cycles at T1.

4.6 Movement X in light of earlier movements
By placing Movement X after this succession of Webern-oriented movements, it arrives
within the context of Officium breve not only as an alien quotation, but as conditioned by the
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movements that preceded it. Indeed, the movement resonates not only with the explicitly
Webern-oriented material, but with the apparently unrelated music at the start of the piece.
As mentioned earlier, Kurtág transposes Webern’s original piece up a whole-step in order to
accommodate its setting for string quartet. In addition to satisfying these practical requirements,
the transposition has added benefit of increasing resonances with the C major oriented material
in Officium breve since the opening three pitches of the piece now spell a first inversion C major
triad.8 The transposition also makes for more specific correspondences with previous
movements. Figure 4.8. shows one such correspondence between Movement II and X, involving
the juxtaposition between an A-Eb tritone and a first inversion C major triad. The idea of an
ascending first inversion major triad, which opens Movement X, is also echoed in the interval
cycles that constitute the violin parts in Movement II (Fig. 3.8.)
This belongs to a larger set of correspondences shared between the first three movements
and Movement X. Figure 4.9. presents various subsets of the collection [C,Eb,E,G,G#,A,B] at
key points across the four movements. In most cases the C major triad is made salient in the
texture somehow (either through succession, registration, or rhythmic and timbral
differentiation.) Each of these cases are also bound together by an overall ascending contour. The
correspondences with Movements I-III amplify fleeting details that are inconsequential to the
syntax of the Webern original but play a central role in Officium breve.
By the time we hear the full transcription of Webern’s chorale, we have already been
conditioned to hear it through the lens of musical features particular to Officium breve. On the
one hand, the Webern quotation remains stylistically distinct from the surrounding movements.
In its un-Kurtágian phrasing and steadiness of line, it is recognizable as a quotation, even to

8. Frandzel.
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those without prior familiarity with the Webern. By placing the full-blown transcription at the
tail-end of a systematic unveiling process, initiated with Movement V and continued with
Movement VII, Kurtág manages to make this alien quotation feel integrated with the rest of the
work. Sallis rightfully notes that Kurtág’s composition that blurs “the line between arrangement
and adaption on the one hand and composition on the other.”9 We have seen how this kind of
blurring occurs in Kurtág’s handling of another composer’s work. In the following chapter, we
shall see how this dynamic plays out at the level of auto-quotation, in considering movements in
Officium breve that are recycled from Kurtág’s own previously written compositions.

9. Sallis. “Recycled Flowers.” 288.
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Figure 4.8. An A-Eb tritone is juxtaposed with a first inversion C-Major triad in Movement II, and the reverse occurs
at the outset of Movement X.

Figure 4.9. Recurring sonorities in op. 28 Movements I, II, III and X.
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CHAPTER 5: Játékok, Auto-Quotation and Compositional Process
in Movements VIII-IX and XI-XIII

Játékok is an ongoing series of piano music that plays a central role in Kurtág’s
compositional output since the 1970’s.1 While nominally a pedagogical cycle in the tradition of
Bartók’s Mikrokosmos, Kurtág’s set is less concerned with methodical instruction for learning
the piano; while there is indeed a gradual increase in difficulty across the volumes of the series, it
in fact functions more like a free-associative compositional workshop for the composer. The set
comprises a network of recurring motives and germinal ideas, many of which come to serve as
the basis for the composer’s chamber works and larger-scale compositions. One third of the
movements in the Officium breve are based on pieces that originated in the Játékok. Some of
these pieces, such as Movements III and XI, are relatively straightforward transcriptions, while
others have been subject to greater degree of alteration or revision. This chapter is oriented
around a set of comparative analyses: we will first examine the original piano pieces on their
own terms, and then observe how they have been adapted to the context of Officium breve. Such
comparisons will further illuminate the tensions between open and closed conceptions of form,
both at the level of individual movements within Officium breve and between that piece and
Kurtág’s work as a whole.

1. Griffiths, Modern Music and After, 290.
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5.1 Movements VIII and IX
Movements VIII and IX form a pair that interrupts the succession of Webern
transcriptions movements at the center of Officium breve. VIII is a transcription of a piece from
Volume V of the Játékok entitled “A Flower for Gabriella Garzó, (a)”, while Movement IX was
originally composed for Officium breve. By making some key alterations to the Garzó movement
and by pairing it with the newly composed Movement IX, Kurtág creates a potent set of musical
resonances with the first four movements of the string quartet. At the same time, the remaining
Garzó variants (b) through (e) from Játékok will form the basis of Movement XIII. Therefore,
the formal effect of these movements is on the one hand to call back to the opening of the piece
amidst the Webern-oriented material, and on the other hand to introduce a musical and
programmatic counter-narrative that will be taken up later in the work.

Figure 5.1. “A Flower for Gabriella Garzo (a)” as it appears in Jatékók Vol. V.

We shall first examine “A Flower for Gabriella Garzó” (variant a) in its original piano
version (Fig. 5.1). It is a piece with a marked extra-musical significance: Gabriella Garzó was a
friend of the Kurtágs’ who tragically died in a car crash, and the material in “variant a” is based
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upon a number sequence that allegedly derives from a phone number dialed by the composer in
connection with this unhappy event.2 Kurtág has inscribed each digit of the phone number
underneath one of the pitches in the piece. Above, he has set the text “Virág az ember, jaj!”, thus
making reference to the “Death” movement from The Sayings of Péter Bornemisza.
Kurtág has translated the phone number into pitches by treating them as scale degree
numbers. He has evidently taken some musical liberties with the translation by indicating
chromatic alterations for the last three pitches. The number sequence 1-5-9-b3-b8-b6 yields the
pitch classes C-G-D-Eb-Cb-Ab, thus taking the C major diatonic scale as a given, with the last
three pitches lowered by a half-step. Kurtág has separated the final note Ab from the rest of the
piece both by means of a rest and by harmonizing it as part of a vertical tetrachord sonority. The
movement essentially presents us with a contrast between a linear, arpeggiated pentachord and a
vertical tetrachord.
The choice of registration for the initial pentachord makes explicit a symmetrical pitch
arrangement around G. The succession of pitches first articulates a cycle of perfect fifths C-G-D
that are subsequently “filled-in” with major thirds above and below the central G (Eb and B).
The tertian harmony that results has a tonal flavor to it, suggesting a C minor triad with an added
major seventh and ninth.
The harmonization of the final Ab multiplies the meanings of its b6 label. Kurtág has
voiced the tetrachord as a pair of two chromatically altered sixths: the right hand adds a C a
minor sixth below the Ab, while the left hand plays the diminished sixth A-Fb. Additionally (and
perhaps more tenuously in connection with the b6 label), the lowest pitch in the chord, A, is the

2. Sallis, “Recycled Flowers.”
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natural sixth scale degree of the C diatonic scale. The resultant chord is an exact transposition
down a minor third of the four lowest notes of the previously arpeggiated pentachord.

Figure 5.2. “A Flower for Gabriella Garzó.” The final tetrachord of the piece, taken with the immediately preceding
Cb, is related to the initial five-note pentachord at T9.

If we contemplate the relation between this final tetrachord and the initial pentachord, we
are presented with a tension, by now familiar in Kurtág, between open and closed forms (Figure
5.2). On the one hand, the final sonority is like an incomplete version of the initial arpeggiation:
the final chord is missing the B that would make it a perfect transposition of the opening
pentachord. On the other hand, immediately before the closing tetrachord we hear the “missing”
B (spelled as Cb) as the final note of the pentachord. It is thus possible to hear this Cb as a kind
of pivot tone that belongs to both sonorities, and the piece can therefore be conceived in terms of
two complete presentations of (01348), rather than an incomplete juxtaposition of a pentachord
with one of its subsets.
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To try and decide among these two interpretations as if there were some fact of the matter
would be a misguided endeavor. I argue that the richest understanding of the piece comes out of
an acknowledgement that the piece does nothing on its own to settle the tension between open
and closed conceptions. Kurtág could have rendered the piece less ambiguous by rearticulating
the Cb with the closing sonority. Why did he choose not to do this? Perhaps its status as a
common tone between the two sonorities rendered its re-articulation superfluous. On the other
hand, C natural is also a common tone between the two pentachords, and that pitch does sound
twice. Perhaps it was the succession of pitches within the initial pentachord that was decisive: the
initial C-natural is more remote from the final tetrachord, and so it requires a re-articulation with
the final chord, while the Cb sounds immediately before that chord and so can be more easily
conceptualized as a pivot tone. True, but more could have been done to encourage hearing the Cb
as a pivot tone – for instance, rather than leaving the sustain pedal depressed throughout the
entire piece, the Cb could have been sustained over a pedal change between the two sonorities to
make its bridging function more sonically explicit. As it stands, there is a stark break in texture
between the Cb and the final tetrachord. We come to a fuller understanding of the piece by
accepting the ways this Cb offers closure as well as observing the extent to which closure has
been denied.
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Figure 5.3. op. 28, Movement VIII.

Turning to the string quartet version of this piece, we find that the material has been
transposed up a whole-step (Fig. 5.3). This was also the case for Movements III and X, and as
with those movements, the transposition here serves a practical-idiomatic purpose while at the
same time forging new musical connections with the surrounding material. On the one hand, the
transposition is in the service of the orchestrational strategy that Kurtág adopts for the piece.
Each note of the pentachord is sounded by the cello and sustained by the other strings;
additionally, each note is now ornamented by a semitone glissandi figure. To a certain extent this
orchestrational approach is a translation of the sustaining effect of the pedal in the piano version.
The new ornaments, meanwhile, are in keeping with the use of the semitone motive throughout
the Officium breve. By transposing the material up a whole-step, more notes of the chord are able
to be played by the open strings, which enables the upper strings to play the required doublestops and ornament figures more easily. Interestingly enough, while it was the case that the
whole-step transposition of Movements III and X reinforced the tonal allusions to C major
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throughout the piece, here the transposition takes the suggested tonality away from C and
towards D. We shall soon see, however, that this transposition creates a number of other pitch
and pitch-class resonances with previous movements in the quartet.
By far the most salient deviation from the original piano piece is the addition of a final
pitch G in the high register of the first violin (ornamented above by a semitone glissando from
Ab). This pitch joins the final tetrachord of the piece. We noted that in the piano version the final
note of the pentachord could be thought of as a pivot note between the two sonorities that
brought an ambiguous sense of closure to the piece; here the additional final note disrupts this
reading. Figure 5.4a analyses the piece in terms of this juxtaposition between two distinct
pentachords: an initial D-F-A-Db-E (01348) that is answered by B-D-F#-Bb-G (01458).

Figure 5.4. op. 28, Movement VIII presents two distinct pentachords: a linear (01348) and a vertical (01458). The
voicing of each pentachord encourages us to hear them as a near-transposition at T9. The chromatic ascent from G
to C# in the subsequent movement can be heard as “restoring” the expected pitch back to the second pentachord
of Movement VIII.

In its delayed arrival and emphatic rhetoric, the final G almost taunts the listener as a
“wrong-note” completion of the final chord (a “clean” transposition of the initial pentachord
would yield a final pitch C# - a full tritone away from what is actually delivered). If we accept
this reading, and thus accept a conception of Movement VIII as an open piece, it is possible to
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hear the following Movement IX as answering or completing VIII in several senses (Figure
5.4b). On the face of it, Movement IX consists of a simple step-wise chromatic ascent from G to
D. This is a reversal of the boundary pitches of Movement VIII, which starts on D and ends on
G. Thus, Movement IX picks up where the previous movement ended and returns to where it
started. On the other hand, the penultimate pitch C# is texturally differentiated from the rest of
the piece: while the majority of the pitches in the movement are voiced in widely spaced octaves,
with the viola solo providing microtonally inflected neighbor pitches, the arrival of C# is marked
by the lone instance of all four members of the quartet playing in unison at the same register. In
this sense Movement IX “resolves” Movement VIII by marking out the note that was implied but
absent from its final sonority.

Figure 5.5. Two overlapping pentachords at the close of Movement II.
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I have been considering the final (01458) pentachord in Movement VIII as a “wrongnote” answer to the preceding (01348) pentachord. However, the juxtaposition between (01348)
and (01458) can read as significant in of itself in that it recalls a similar event at the end of
Movement II (Fig. 5.5). The cello’s final gesture in that movement articulated an (01348)
pentachord: an initial C-A-E-B rolled pizzicato chord is answered by a G# false harmonic.
Meanwhile, the upper strings play a droning C major triad, and the upper notes of the cello chord
intermingle in registration with this triad. This results in a symmetrical framing of the C major
triad with the semitones B below and G# above: the resultant sonority is an (01458) pentachord
The delayed arrival of the G# as a final member of the chord is rhetorically similar to the delayed
arrival of the G in Movement VIII. We should also note that the voicing of the (01348)
pentachord in Movement II has many properties in common with the pentachord in Movement
VIII, particularly in its tonal connotations and in its symmetrical framing of open fifths with ic-3
intervals (Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.6. Similar voicings of the (01348) pentachord in Movements II and VIII.
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Figure 5.7. Visualization of Frandzel's analytical remarks comparing the succession of pitch-classes in the cello part
of Movement XIII and the first violin in Movement II. See “A Canon Across Time.”
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Figure 5.8. Identical pitches in a 7-cycle in the cello parts of Movement I and Movement VIII.

Benjamin Frandzel has noted additional correspondences between Movements VIII and
II.3 Figure 5.7 offers a visual representation of these correspondences. Frandzel characterizes the
sequence of pitch classes in the cello part for Movement VIII as an “almost exact retrograde” of
the pitch classes in the first violin part in Movement II. It is more precise to say that the sequence
of pitch classes is the same except with the first and last dyad pairs reversed. The opening of
Movement VIII also recalls Movement I in that both involve a 7-cycle played by the cello, with
the first three notes of VIII played at the same pitch level as in Movement I. So the transposition

3. Frandzel, “A Canon Across Time,” 389.
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of Movement VIII up a whole-step, in addition to solving a practical orchestrational problem,
ends up created a host of correspondences with salient features of Movements I and II.

Figure 5.9. op. 28 Comparison of events in Movements III and IX.

If Movement VIII recalls the opening two movements of the piece, then Movement IX
continues this pattern by invoking Movements III and IV. Both Movements III and IX are
characterized by the prevalence of dyadic seufzen figures. Figure 5.9 compares the succession of
contours and phrase groupings of each movement. While the harmonic content of each
movement is for the most part unrelated, there are some striking correspondences in pitch and
pitch class at the climax of each movement. The majority of the viola solo is comprised of stepwise dyads, ranging from a quarter-step to a whole-step. At the climax in measure four, the viola
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plays a B-G dyad over a Bb played in the other strings. When the other strings move up to B, the
viola responds with a Bb. This recalls the dissonant clash of B against Bb in the otherwise tonal
Movement III. (In my analysis of the piece, this clash appears over an implied G major dominant
harmony, thus also corresponding with the viola’s B-G dyad in Movement IX). The
aforementioned isolated C# unison is at the same pitch level of the similarly anomalous C# in
Movement III (it is the only time this pitch appears in that movement and rhetorically it is the
only instance of a single isolated note that is not paired with another as a member of a dyad).

Figure 5.10. op. 28. A salient chromatic ascent in pitch classes C-C#-D in Movements IV and IX.
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While most of Movement IX consists of the violins and cello playing octaves and
accompanying the viola’s solo, towards the end of the piece this solo part is passed to each of the
violins. This in combination with the anomalous unison on C# has the effect of marking off the
last three pitches from the rest of the movement’s chromatic ascent (Figure 5.10). These three
pitch classes C-C#-D also belong to the chromatic ascent in the cello part of Movement IV.
The cumulative effect of these correspondences allows us to hear Movements VIII and
IX together as a kind of compressed summary of Movements I-IV. This is reinforced by their
placement within the larger context of Officium breve. Movement IV arrives right before the first
Webern quotation movement, whereas Movement IX arrives right before the last and most
explicit Webern transcription. If the center section of Officium breve consists of a gradual
unveiling of the Webern material, then Movements VIII and IX takes a moment right before that
process is complete in order to take stock of the non-Webernian material. By the time we are
finished with Movement X, the basic material of Officium breve has been reiterated and
“remembered” several times over. This might account for the impression of closure that is felt
after the end of Movement X, setting the stage for the more enigmatic third act of the piece that
follows.
The summarizing effect of Movements VIII and IX, however, is not simply one of
recapitulation. The allusions to Movements I and II crop up seemingly by accident amidst a piece
originally written for an entirely different occasion, and with a very different extra-musical
subject in mind. Movement IX is able to recall Movements III and IV without using much more
than a sparely ornamented chromatic scale. The effect of these almost accidental-seeming
correspondences is not one of large-scale resolution that one finds at the close of a sonata
movement, but rather something more akin to déjà-vú. Kurtág’s alterations of his source material
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remain minimal – he does not laboriously recompose his miniatures so that they cohere in
obvious ways. His fragmentary forms are such that, when placed near each other, everything
starts to blur together in a network of tentative associations and vague resemblances.

5.2 Movement XI
The transition between Movements X and XI is one of the most stark contrasts in
Officium breve. Whereas X exhibits Webern’s elegant Viennese atonality, XI aggressively
asserts a tonal center of C in the form of a relentless pedal tone, supported by grinding, clusterbased dissonances. If Webern’s music unfolds with a consistent motoric pulsation reminiscent of
Baroque music, Movement XI is almost classical in its discrete phrases marked off by dramatic
silences and binary contrasts. Where the Webern transcription is characterized by an anonymous,
mystical spirituality, Kurtág follows it up with an earthly piece that shows the composer’s hand,
proceeding at a halting pace that invites the listener to take part in the compositional process as it
unfolds. It is a contrast in character that is matched only by the quartet’s final two movements.
Each of these transitional moments constitute dramatic high points within the piece as a whole.
Movement XI is a transcription of Kurtág’s “3 In memoriam: 1. In memoriam György
Szoltsányi” from Volume V of Játékok, and in many ways this piece embodies the spirit of that
piano cycle in its most distilled form. Kurtág once described his compositional strategy while
beginning the Játékok in connection with Gregorian chant.4 He characterized the process by
which chant compositions developed out of intoning the text first on one pitch, and then later
raising certain pitches in order to emphasize certain syllables. Eventually embellishing
figurations would arrive at the end of phrases until more complex musical structures would

4. Kele, The Matchstick Man, 05:13-06:30.
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emerge. Kurtág’s aprocyphal imagining of the compositional process governing chant served as
a kind of philosophy motivating the piano cycle: “I can always come back to this basic
conception that you only need one note.”5 Movement XI does not set a text or have any overt
connections to liturgical music, but it does seem to proceed methodically and with simplicity
from the idea of embellishing a single note from above or below.
Figure 5.11 shows the piano version of “In memoriam György Szoltsányi” in its entirety,
with lettered divisions into three large sections and numbered subdivisions of the work into
seventeen sections. These markings are somewhat arbitrary but serve as a convenience in reading
the analysis that follows.
Several processes govern the “A” section (Fig. 5.12). The first is a simple alternation
between the bare assertion of a C pedal tone, and the embellishment of that tone with harmonies
and with short melodic phrases that gradually increase in length. Each of these embellishing
figures come in pairs that are related by inversion around the pedal tone. Each inversionally
related pair forms a symmetrical cluster around C, and these clusters gradually increase in size as
the piece continues, resulting in an overall expansion in registration outward from the center
pitch. Phrases 2 and 4 invert an (013) trichord in order to form a five-note cluster around C, the
two chords at phrase 5 invert (0125) around C forming a seven-note cluster, and phrases 6 and 8
invert the diatonic hexachord (024579) in order to form an eleven-note cluster.

5. Ibid.
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Figure 5.11. "In memoriam György Szoltsányi" with phrase and section markings added.
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Figure 5.12. In memoriam György Szoltsányi, section A, analyzed in terms of inversionally related phrases,
chromatic saturation, and registral expansion.

Figure 5.13. “In memoriam György Szoltsányi,” Sections A-B. Upper and lower pitch classes gradually shift from
minor thirds towards major sevenths/minor ninths, at which point voice-exchange between chromatically
descending major sevenths/minor ninths in the outermost pitches becomes an operative principle in Section B.
There is an overall shift in axis of symmetry from C-F# in section A towards B/C-F/F# at the start of Section B.

If we examine the outer boundary pitches of the phrases in section A, we see that they
always balance around one of two pitch-class axes: G/F#-C#/C or B/C-F/F# (Fig. 5.13). The
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phrases alternate between axes so that their pairs balance around the pc-axis of C-F#. The outer
boundary pitches gradually move further from C until they reach the points of furthest remove at
G and F# at the start of Section B. The next several harmonies are governed by a pitch-class
voice-exchange between the upper and lower notes – first between G and F#, then F# and F, and
then F and E. This semitonal descent down to F and E creates the first imbalance away from the
C-F# axis in the piece: the center of axial symmetry for phrases 10 and 11 is around B/C-F/F#.

Figure 5.14. Shifting axes of symmetry from B/C-F/F# to C/C#-F#/G in Section B. The result is an overall axial
balance around C-F#.

The next few phrases restore balance around C-F#. Phrase 13 employs different pitch
classes but the same axis of symmetry as phrases 10 and 11. The striking A minor triad that
answers in Phrase 14 is not a symmetrical configuration, but if we omit the pedal tone C, then the
harmony is balanced around C/C#-F#-G, an axis shared by the harmony that follows.
The piece ends in section C with a steady oscillation around the pedal tone, first with a
semitone above and below and then gradually expanding into a whole-step above and below
(Fig. 5.15).
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Figure 5.15. “In memoriam György Szoltsányi.“ Section C ends with an oscillation around C, with framed by
semitones above and below and then expanding towards a whole-tone above and below.

Figure 5.16. “In memoriam György Szoltsányi.” The pedal tone taken together with the highest and lowest notes of
the piece form a first-inversion C major triad.

While symmetrical harmony governs the “syntax” of the piece in a fairly direct way,
there is nonetheless a sense of modal and tonal allusion throughout the work that goes beyond
the mere use of a pedal. Many of the short phrases will recall segments of the diatonic modes,
perhaps bringing to mind Bartók’s concept of “polymodality” as a means towards chromatic
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saturation.6 The climax of the piece at section B is marked by the appearance of an A minor triad.
Finally, while the first section of the piece is governed by a symmetrical expansion in register
outward from C, this symmetry is abandoned starting at section B, and the outer boundaries of
the piece are marked by a low E and a high G (Fig. 5.16). Taken with the pedal this forms a first
inversion C major triad, which, together with the more local triadic configurations and diatonic
fragments, accounts for the C-majorish feel of the piece as a whole despite its chromaticsymmetrical principles of construction.
So while the piece originates with the Játékok, it fits easily within Officium breve’s
overall theme of an ambivalent struggle between tonal and post-tonal vocabularies. Its steadfast
adherence to stepwise progressions around a C pedal also resonates with the use of dissonant
neighbor-tone motion within a C major context. While the work bears its own distinct dedicatee,
it is perhaps inevitable that the movement will be heard as a return to the Szervánszky-oriented
material after the progressive unveiling of the Webern transcription that constituted the quartet’s
central movements. Indeed, Kurtág follows Movement XI with the second “Hommage a
Szervánszky” movement, and the latter seems to pick up where the former left off: the initiating
“E” of the Szervánszky hommage is a mere step away from the final D of the previous
movement (Fig. 5.17). The repeated Bb’s at the close of Movement XI also serves to heighten
the plagal ambiguity already inherent in Movement XII.

6. Bartók, “Harvard Lectures.”
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Figure 5.17. op. 28, transition between Movements XI and XII.

Figure 5.18. op. 28 Movement XI. Pitches that have been added from the “In memoriam György Szoltsányi” version
have been marked in red. In no instance do the additional pitches alter the symmetries or axial progressions noted
in the analysis carried out in Figures 5.12-5.16.
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As with Movement VIII, Kurtág has made some minor additions of pitches to “In
memoriam György Szoltsányi” in its string quartet arrangement (Fig. 5.18). In contrast with
Movement VIII, however, this does not seem to alter our basic analytical understanding of the
piece in any substantial way; rather, the additional pitches seem to follow from the four-voice
texture afforded by a string quartet. The basic axes of symmetry remain unchanged throughout.
On the one hand, this makes sense given the relative size of each movement: Movement VIII is
much shorter and sparer than the more substantial Movement XI, such that the addition of a
single note would be of more consequence in the former case. On the other hand, I argued that
the effect of the additional final note in Movement VIII was to “break open” a work that already
teetered ambivalently between states of incompletion and closure: Movement IX then served the
function of answering or “resolving” its predecessor. This same process occurs between
Movements XI and XII, but without requiring any compositional alterations to the former. By
itself, Movement XI stands as a self-sufficient piece governed by chromatic-symmetrical
harmony. Movement XII, meanwhile, reprises in its lower register the fractured tonality of
Movement III. By placing the movements next to each other, Movement XII takes up the latent
tonal resonances of Movement XI that were noted above. Thus, Movement XII elaborates on
aspects of Movement XI that are suggested without being supported “syntactically” throughout
the piece. As we shall see, however, this is further complicated by the fact that Movement XII
itself contains elements not found in Movement III that push it more decisively into post-tonal
territory.
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5.3 Movement XII
“Silence - Hommage à Szervánszky” originally appeared in Volume III of the Játékok.
As is customary for many pieces in the series, Kurtág includes two variants of the piece that are
sequenced side-by-side within the collection. Each of these variants appear in Officium breve as
Movements III and XII, respectively. As is the case with many of Kurtág’s transcriptions, the
music in the quartet version of both movements is transposed up a whole-step when compared to
their piano originals.

Figure 5.19. “Silence, Homage a Szervánszky, II,” with pitches transcribed onto four staves to clarify registration.

The second variant reproduces the music of the first variant in its entirety and adds to it
additional lines of counterpoint in the upper register. In the quartet versions, the viola and cello
play the lower register music that is common to both movements, while in Movement XII the
new material is played by the violins. Movement III reproduces its Játékok counterpart precisely,
with the only differences being the transposition and arrangement for viola and cello. The violin
music in Movement XII, on the other hand, shows some slight alterations from the piano
original. We will first examine the music in its original form before comparing it to the Officium
breve version.
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Kurtág has stratified the music into two distinct parts: the lower level constituting the
music we analyzed as Movement III of Officium breve in Chapter Three, and the upper level
presenting the new material that is specific to this new variant. We will first attend to this new
music on its own terms and see to what extent it abides by its own compositional logic, before
examining its relation to the lower material.
Figure 5.19 transcribes this music in order to clarify the registration of the pitches. Note
that, unlike the lower register music that constituted Movement III, not all of the pitch-classes
adhere to a fixed registration: there are multiple octave positions for C# as well as for E. There
are rhetorical similarities between the upper and lower strata, however: both adhere mostly to
spare dyadic seufzen gestures that proceed in alternation between ascending and descending
contours.

Figure 5.20. Two distinct tetrachords with identical trichordal subsets frame the upper material in "Silence Homage a Szervánszky, II"

Figure 5.20 shows how the opening and closing tetrachords serve as a kind of framing
device for this material. Each tetrachord contains adjacent and overlapping trichordal subsets that
belong to the set classes (036) and (026). In the opening of the piece, they form the tetrachord
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(0258), while at the end they form the tetrachord (0236). While the harmonic content of the
opening and the closing are similar, the tonal or triadic connotations of the opening are absent
from the former – the opening [A-C#-E-G] forms a dominant-seventh sonority while [Bb-C#-DE] does not. In this sense the lower register music’s gradual progression from a tenuous tonality
into chromaticism is mirrored here.

Figure 5.21. "Silence - Homage a Szervánszky, II." Succession of overlapping (016) trichords can be organized into
two discrete (0167) tetrachords.

Figure 5.21 shows that the intervening music is saturated with adjacent (016) trichords.
These appear in a limited number of overlapping transpositions, such that it is possible to view
the total collection in terms of two (0167) tetrachords. The properties of this total collection
afford Kurtág many opportunities to employ his commonly used techniques: the collection is
highly symmetrical and also rich with the TC property. Yet Kurtág does not seem to exploit
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these techniques in any obvious way here in his choice of pitch succession, registration, or
repetition.

Figure 5.22. Chromatic pitch-class saturation between the upper and lower strata of "Silence - Hommage a
Szervánszky, II."

We now turn to the piece as a whole, including the previously analyzed lower music.
Figure 5.22 shows how the additional music destabilizes the tonality of the lower layer through
chromatic saturation. This does not seem to be achieved in any systematic way here, though
there are a large number of contiguous chromatic pitch-class segments. One effect the upper
layer has on the piece as a whole is to heighten the importance of the lone “B” (in Officium
breve’s transposed version, the C# harmonic) for the drama of the piece as a whole. It was
already an anomalous and climactic point in the first variant, but here it also provides us with the
first moment of chromatic completion in the piece.
If we turn to the Officium breve version of the piece, we find that some key alterations
have been made. Figure 5.23 shows the upper strata of both versions, with the original piano
version transposed up a whole step in order to facilitate ease of comparison. The third pitch from
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the piano original (measure two’s G, or what would have sounded in the Officium breve version
as an A) has been removed. The repeated low E’s (originally D’s) have been placed up an
octave, and several of its repetitions have been removed, along with an Eb that would have
sounded in tandem with the final E.

Figure 5.23. Upper register strata of Játékok and Officium breve versions of “Silence – Hommage a Szervánszky II”.

The removal of these pitches has the cumulative effect of obliterating the framing
structure observed in Figure 5.20. The removal of the A also destroys the symmetry of the total
collection in the upper music. Perhaps this is evidence that these structures were of low
importance to Kurtág; at any rate, if they were relevant for the original piano version they are no
longer so in the context of Officium breve. One interesting consequence of the removal of the
minor ninth from measure 5 is that it creates another contiguous (016) trichord F-C-F#. This
trichord and its voicing is characteristic of the music that immediately follows in Movement
XIII.
Kurtág appears to have taken pains to intensify the stratification between the two layers
in the Officium breve version of this piece. In the piano version, the lowest notes of the upper
music encroached somewhat upon the register of the lower music. In the Officium breve version,
these notes have either been removed or placed up one octave. The arrangement for string quartet
also allows for greater timbral differentiation: all of the music in the upper parts are played as
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harmonics. This stratification attenuates somewhat towards the climax of the piece when the lone
C# harmonic in the cello makes contact with the upper music both in terms of registration and
timbre. This is also reflected in the harmony, as what begins as a contrast between the C majorish lower material and chromatic upper parts blurs together when the former gives way to
dissonant ninths.
What all of this has to do with Szervánszky is unclear. The lower material of the piece,
that which comprised the first variant of “Silence” and later Movement III of Officium breve,
was clearly based on aspects of Szervánszky’s ‘Arioso’. The upper material does not appear to
take up that material in any substantial way. Perhaps some shared property of the two pieces
have gone unnoticed by the present analyst, or perhaps Kurtág is referencing another piece with
the additional material. It is also possible that for this variant of the piece, Kurtág is no longer
concerned with making extramusical references and is instead following some sort of internal
impulse within the music. At any rate, the minute adjustments between the Játékok and string
quartet versions make clear that the compositional process remains a live issue for Kurtág even
when he is apparently recycling previously composed material.

5.4 Movement XIII
As with Movement VIII, Movement XIII is based on the Játékok piece “A Flower for
Gabriella Garzó.” The original piano piece is divided up into five variants, labelled a through e.
While Movement VIII is a relatively straightforward transcription of variant a, XIII is a nonlinear amalgamation of elements derived from variants b, c, d and e. While Movement XIII
consists of discrete sections, it unfolds as a relatively continuous piece of music. This is in stark
contrast to the Játékok variants, all of which are presented as individual pieces. This sequence
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seems to present Kurtág’s compositional process in real time, with each variant picking up where
the last one left off and developing the material in a step-by-step manner. In this sense, “A
Flower for Gabriella Garzó” provides us with a window into the thought process that eventually
resulted in Movement XIII of Officium breve. While this apparent improvisational and
transparent demonstration of compositional thought is typical of the Játékok, it is ultimately
illusory: the Játékok is not literally a compositional sketchbook, and Kurtág’s actual precompositional work has been concealed. The following analysis will proceed in a similar spirit: I
will present the analysis as a set of trial-and-error attempts at understanding each variant, to a
certain extent modelling the analytical process. In this way we will simulate a kind of step-bystep “thinking along” with Kurtág.

Figure 5.24 "A Flower for Gabriella Garzó" variant (a). Two overlapping pentachords related by transposition and
inversion.

We saw that ‘Variant a’ consisted in the opposition between two (01348) pentachords.
We noted before that these two pentachords were transpositionally related at T9. Since the
chords are symmetrical, they are also inversionally equivalent at I11 (Fig. 5.24). So our
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analytical inquiry will begin with the question: which relationship is more important? Since there
are not any features of ‘Variant a’ that would lead us to prefer one interpretation over the other,
we will have to look to how this material is taken up in subsequent variants.
At first glance, ‘Variant b’ would seem to give preference to inversion as the relevant
property, since it begins with an inversion of the arpeggiation figure that opens ‘Variant a’ (Fig.
5.25). However, the tetrachord that follows is related to the initial arpeggiation by T9, while it is
related by inversion at I3. It is the transpositional level that is held invariant between the
respective arpeggiations and the subsequent tetrachords.

Figure 5.25. “A Flower for Gabriella Garzó” variant (b). The succession of intervals in two arpeggiated pentachords
are related by inversion. Four pentachords are related by both transposition and inversion, but it is the
transpositional relationships and not the inversions that are invariant here.
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Figure 5.26. "A Flower for Gabriella Garzó" variant (b). The final two tetrachords exhibit parsimonious voiceleading. Each tetrachord contains an (037) minor triad as its subset, and each triad has one of its notes
“discolored” by an ic-1 interval.

‘Variant b’ closes by reprising the material of ‘Variant a’ in its entirety, with one new
tetrachord added between the initial arpeggiation and the closing tetrachord. This new tetrachord
voice-leads smoothly into the close of the piece: the top two notes are held in common, while the
lower notes of each chord are connected by step-wise motion (Fig. 5.26). The tetrachords do not
belong to the same set class, but they do share some surface properties in common: each chord
can be thought of as a minor triad “discolored” by an ic-1 interval: in the first instance, a D-flat
minor triad with a low G a minor ninth below its fifth, and in the latter an A minor triad whose
root is colored by a high Ab a minor seventh above.
This new tetrachord can be seen as extending the quintal harmony implicit in ‘Variant a’.
Figure 5.27 analyzes the second half of ‘Variant b’ in terms of three (025) trichords. The
succession of pitch-classes in the first trichord, [C-G-D-G-C], carries with it tonal-functional
associations, a suggestion reinforced by the contour and registration of the pitches. The Eb and
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Cb, perhaps most readily heard as notes that “fill-in” the thirds of the opening fifths sonority,
now initiate their own three-note 5/7-cycles, [Eb-Ab-Db-Ab] and [Cb-Fb-A-Fb]. The repetitions
of pitches is controlled here: the middle note for each of these latter two trichords is repeated
twice, while the middle note for the initial [C-G-D] trichord is the only note that is not repeated
twice. While the surface of the music implies a monophonic line followed by a chorale-like
texture, the segmentation in terms of (025) trichords implies a contrapuntal, quasi-canonic
texture that is idiomatic to Kurtág’s style, with the ascending Eb-Db-Ab running in contrary
motion to the descending Cb-Fb-A.

Figure 5.27. "A Flower for Gabriella Garzó", variant (b). The second half of the piece is conceived in terms of three
(025) trichords, manifesting as 5/7 cycle segments.

Figure 5.28. Quintal harmony in "A Flower for Gabriella Garzó" variant (a).
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Since the continuation of 5/7-cycles seems to be an important thread in ‘Variant b’, let us
re-interpret ‘Variant a’ in light of this reading. Figure 5.28 shows the 5/7-cycles implicit in
‘Variant a’. The segmentation here is less compelling on its own, but it does help to give us a
sense of the work that the additional chord in ‘Variant b’ does for making the quintal harmony
explicit. Note, however, that without the repeated pitches that appear in ‘Variant b’, it becomes
possible to hear [Cb-Fb-A] as a retrograde continuation of the five-cycle initiated by the opening
[C-G-D].
Casting the entirety of ‘Variant b’ as a counterpoint of 5/7-cycles allows us to make sense
of Kurtág’s chosen transposition levels for the first half of the piece (Fig. 5.27). The pitch-class
‘D’ is emphasized as a point of arrival for the initial falling fifths [E-A-D] as well as the later
rising fifths [C-G-D]. The remaining pitches in the first half of ‘Variant b’ can be seen as
extending the chains of fifths identified in the (025) in figure 5.27. Unlike ‘Variant a’, all twelve
chromatic pitch classes are present for ‘Variant b’, and indeed it is possible to see each ‘strand’
of fifths picking up where one of the others left off in the circle of fifths. This circular
counterpoint of 5/7 cycles recalls Movement VI, as analyzed in Figure 4.6
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Figure 5.29. "A Flower for Gabriella Garzó" variant (b) analyzed in terms of three contiguous and overlapping
segments of a complete 5/7 cycle.

Figure 5.30. "A Flower for Gabriella Garzó", variant (c).The final seven-note vertical sonority results from
transposing the lower tetrachordal subsets of each of the initial arpeggiated pentachords down a minor third.
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‘Variant c’ begins with the arpeggiation figure of ‘Variant a’ played against its inversion.
(Fig. 5.30). The final chord of the movement is comprised of the lower tetrachordal subsets of
each arpeggiation transposed down a minor third (T9). In other words, the final sonority is what
we would expect it to be, given the logic established by the previous two variants. The
intervening tetrachord from ‘Variant b’ makes a reappearance here, preceded by an additional
tetrachord. Note that the new transpositional level for the inverted arpeggiation results in
identical pitches to the final tetrachord in ‘Variant a’ [A-C-E/Fb-Ab] (these pitches make their
appearance in the closing chord of this current variant as well).

Figure 5.31. "A Flower for Gabriella Garzó", variant (c). Two adjacent tetrachords are conceived as triads with an
additional lower note “discoloring” one of the triadic members at an ic-1 interval.

Comparing the two intervening tetrachords, we see that both can be viewed as
conventional tonal triads “colored” by an ic-1 interval, but the new tetrachord is voiced as a
major triad rather than a minor triad, with the third of the triad colored by a low Eb a majorseventh below (Fig. 5.31).
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Figure 5.32. An attempt at analyzing "A Flower for Gabriella Garzó" variant (c) in terms of 5/7 cycles and quintal
harmony. While initially promising, it fails to convince as an analysis of the succession of vertical sonorites at the
close of the piece.

Since it was posited that the additional tetrachord in ‘Variant b’ helped extend the quintal
harmony implicit in ‘Variant a’, we would do well to see if the new tetrachord in ‘Variant c’
performs a similar function (Fig. 5.32). A reading of ‘Variant c’ in terms of quintal harmony
does not convince, however. While the opening six notes of the variant can be read as one
continuous 5/7 cycle wrapped around itself [C-G-D-A-E-B], the remainder of the piece is not
well accounted for in terms of quintal harmony – while the closing passage is rich with ic-5
intervals, the segmentation in terms of these intervals is irregular and diffuse when compared
with ‘Variant b’.
‘Variant c’ seems to be more oriented towards tertian harmony than quintal harmony, and
the addition of the new tetrachord extends the tertian logic of the piece. Figure 5.33 considers the
vertical orientation of the pitches as a whole. The overlapping arpeggiated fifths at the opening
of the piece taken together create a compound <3,4> interval cycle built on A, and the
subsequent material can be seen as either continuing that interval cycle downward vertical or
adding semi-tonal inflections to the stack of thirds.
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Figure 5.33. "A Flower for Gabriella Garzó" variant (c) conceived in terms of tertian harmony. The succession of
each new pitch can be seen as either extending a descending <3,4> cycle or modifying or discoloring a previously
sounded pitch by a semitone.

Figure 5.34. "A Flower for Gabriella Garzó" variant (b) analyzed in terms of tertian harmony with semitonal
adjustments.
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Figure 5.35. "A Flower for Gabriella Garzó" variant (a) analyzed in terms of tertian harmony with semitonal
adjustments.

We can also re-interpret the each of the earlier two variants in terms of one large vertical
tertian sonority with semitonal adjustments (Fig. 5.34 and Fig. 5.35).

Figure 5.36. "A Flower for Gabriella Garzó" variant (d) analyzed in terms of quintal harmony and 5/7 cycles.

Variants d and e are both conceived by the composer as contrapuntal choral pieces, and
they are basically the same musical material, with the difference being that ‘d’ is in two voices
while ‘e’ is in four voices, with the two additional voices sustaining pitches drawn from the
original two-voice texture. The music reprises the entirety of ‘Variant a’, transposed up one halfstep, to which an additional line of counterpoint is added underneath. While the contour of each
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line is related by loose imitation, the piece does not exhibit the strict canonical structure that
opens ‘Variant c’.
So far we have seen two related but competing compositional narratives for Variants a-c:
a (mostly linear) counterpoint of 5/7 cycles, and a vertical arrangement of major and minor thirds
that are altered or inflected by a semitone. Let us consider ‘Variant d’ in light of each of these
concerns. Figure 5.36 parses ‘Variant d’ in terms of quintal harmony. On this reading, there
seems to be a symmetrical wedge outward from C# - first continued in one direction with G#D#, before extending in the reverse direction with F#-B, which is continued by the partially
overlapping segment E-A. The remaining segment G-C-F-A# unfolds such that most of its pitch
classes appear a semitone away from an adjacent pitch-class in the other cycle. While there are
merits to this reading, its segmentation is not as orderly as that of the 5/7 cycles in ‘Variant b’,
and this reading fails to account for the repeated C# in the final tetrachord.

Figure 5.37. "A Flower for Gabriella Garzó" variant (d). Two major seconds B-C# and E-F# disrupt the otherwise
tertian vertical organization of the first three measures.
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‘Variant d’ also does not appear to exhibit the vertical tertian arrangement to the same
extent as the previous variants. Figure 5.37 lists the pitches of the first three measures from
lowest to highest and marks the adjacent major seconds that disturb the otherwise tertian
organization of pitches.

Figure 5.38. “A Flower for Gabriella Garzó” variant (d) read in terms of three overlapping pentachords a minor
third apart.

An alternate reading of Variant (d) casts it as three transpositions of (01348) (Figure
5.38). The additional notes provided in the lower line of the piece produce an overlapping
(01348) pentachord with the upper line that is related at T3, thus “balancing” with the final
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pentachord related to the first at T9. Thus the tertian/semitonal logic found in previous variants is
present here, albeit in a more abstract manner.
Sallis and Grmela describe Movement XIII as a paraphrase of “A Flower for Gabriella
Garzó”, variants (c), (d), and (e). A first glance at the score shows that this is evident at the level
of texture (Fig. 5.39). A closer look at the harmony, however, shows that substantial
modifications have been made at the level of structure.
While we saw that the two voices in the first portion of variant (d) presented two
overlapping forms of (01348), here the accompanying figure seems much more oriented towards
extending the cycle of fifths at the start of the opening melody (Fig. 5.40). A second three-note
cycle of fifths appears at the end of the phrase, with its pitch-classes appearing at T1 in relation
to the adjacent notes of the initial cycle. Note also that the final sonority of the phrase, C-E-GG#, has already figured prominently in previous movements, namely Movement II and in the
Webern transcription movements but also less directly in Movements III and XII. While we saw
that triadic figurations discolored by a semitone were important in the various instances of “A
Flower for Gabriella Garzó”, this particular configuration, with these particular pitch classes, are
absent from the Játékok pieces and relevant specifically to Officium breve.
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Figure 5.39. op. 28, Movement XIII appears to be a paraphrase of elements of “A Flower for Gabriella Garzó”,
variants (c), (d), and (e).
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Figure 5.40. op. 28, Movement XIII, opening. The melody from “A Flower for Gabriella Garzo”, variant (d) is
accompanied by an extension of the 5/7 cycle implicit in its opening. A second cycle of fifths appears at the end of
the phrase and is related to the last notes of the initial cycle at T1.

Figure 5.40 also shows that the next pitch in the primary 5/7 cycle of the passage would
be D. This is important because it gives insight into the way Kurtág has forged continuity with
the paraphrase of variant (c) that follows (Fig. 5.41). Variant (c) began by subjecting the opening
Garzó pentachord to a two-part inversional canon. In Movement XIII, we have a four-part canon,
with the inversional pairs related at the same transpositional/inversional levels as in Variant (c).
Each voice in the canon either starts or ends with the pitch class ‘D’. The first and last pitches of
each inversional pair is invariant, such that the boundary pitches for the viola and cello are Eb
and D, while those for the violins are D and C#.
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Figure 5.41. op. 28, Movement XIII. A four-part canon contains within it a nearly complete 5/7 cycle that cuts
across the four voices. Kurtág has augmented the canon with additional pitches, one of which complete the 5/7
cycle.

Figure 5.42. op. 28, Movement XIII. The four-part canon articulates a vertical tertian harmonic field with stepwise
“adjustments.”

As with the opening section of Movement XIII, the continuation of the 5/7 cycle in this
canon seems to be more a compositional priority here than it was for the Játékok variant upon
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which it is based. Kurtág deviates from strict canonical procedure in order to make this 5/7 cycle
more explicit. This cycle starts with Eb and continues upward by perfect fifth until it reaches G#.
Figure 5.41 shows how this cycle unfolds between the four voices. Some pairs of notes appear
“out of order”, as it were, but Kurtág has mitigated this by sustaining some of the notes in the
violins. The final note that would complete the cycle – G# - is not inherent to the canonical
subject: it has been added by the composer. The last note of the first violin and the last two notes
of the second violin all have been augmented by tritones. In addition to completing the five
cycle, this contributes to the shifting tertian vertical harmony that results from the canon. Figure
5.42 shows how this tertian harmony unfolds. While semitonal adjustments to a verticalized
<3,4> cycle could be seen as an operative principle in the first three variants of the Játékok piece,
it does not unfold in quite such an orderly fashion here. I contend that it remains aurally
significant and acts as a bridge between the fifths-based concerns of the first section and the
tertian character of the closing section.
The final section of Movement XIII exhibits a chorale-like texture. For all of the Játékok
variants, the pitch content of the final vertical sonorities related to the lower tetrachordal subset
of the arpeggiated pentachords at T9. So performing this operation on each voice in the canon of
Movement XIII should plausibly serve as a reliable prediction for the harmonic content of at
least some of the closing section, both in terms of pitch-class content and registral arrangement.
Figure 5.43 shows what these expected vertical sonorities would be.
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Figure 5.43. op. 28, Movement XIII. The transpositional levels of each voice in the canon generates predictions for
the harmonic content of the closing section, based on precedent from the Játékok variants.

Figure 5.44. op. 28, Movement XIII. The vertical harmonies in the closing section only imperfectly conform to the
predictions made in Fig. 5.43.
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Figure 5.44 shows the actual closing section of Movement XIII. Out of the four predicted
tetrachords, only one of them, the [G# B D# G] that corresponds to the second violin part in the
canon, appears as a vertical sonority in the expected voicing and without any other tones present.
Most of the pitch classes for the other tetrachords do appear in close proximity to each other, but
with significant deviations in succession and registration. In such a chromatically saturated
passage, the relevance of these chords is open to question. What is clear is that the simple causeand-effect relationship between the canonical subject and the closing vertical sonorities, present
in all of the Játékok variants, has been abandoned here.

Figure 5.45. op. 28, Movement XIII. The succession of harmonies that open the closing section of the piece can be
conceptualized as a series of descending triads colored by an ic-1 interval.
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Since the transpositional levels of the canon only imperfectly helped us predict the
harmonic content of the closing passage, let us observe the passage on its own terms (Figure
5.45). The opening succession of chords share properties with similar passages in the Játékok
variants: each can be conceived as a triad “colored” by an ic-1 interval. Here, the succession of
triads is related by T-1, which gives the passage as sense of directed motion. For the third chord,
the root of the D minor triad is delayed and the Eb from the previous triad is held over. This
gives the sonority on the final beat of this measure a sense of finality or resolution. This sonority
also seems to provide an answer to the similar chord that closed the first section of the piece
(Fig. 5.46). There, the same F#-C# harmonic was colored by a low F; here, it is colored by a D.
In that sense, the harmonic fifth is framed by a semitone above and below. This sense of balance
is also conveyed through the instrumentation, with the first sonority played by the violins and the
second answered by the lower strings.

Figure 5.46. op. 28, Movement XIII. A harmonic fifth F#-C# appears twice, each time accompanied by a lower note
that “frames” the fifth above and below by ic-1.
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We have already analyzed the chord that follows in the first two beats of the penultimate
measure in terms of the projected sonorities implied by the canon. We should also note that it is a
sonority that is by now very familiar: a C major triad colored by a semitone (Fig. 5.47). Taken
this way it resembles the final chord of the first section of this piece, as well as similar sonorities
found in Movements II, III, V, VII, X and XII. This chord goes further, however, in that every
single one of its members is augmented by an ic-1 interval. These “augmenting” tones
themselves form a g# minor triad, so that it is possible to hear the chord as the sounding of two
simultaneous triads, or a C major triad with its members colored by a semitone, or a g# minor
triad with its members colored by a semitone. Thus, it is possible to hear the sonority as two
simultaneously sounding hexatonic poles. 7 We can also hear the chord in light of the discolored
fifth sonority that immediately followed: it consists of three fifths at T8, which create a complete
<7,1> cycle C-G-G#-D#-E-B (Fig. 5.48).
The final three dense sonorities are rich with subsets that allude to all of the
aforementioned harmonic tendencies: the (0148) cadential responses to the arpeggiated
pentachords in the canon, the symmetrical framing or discoloration of a triad or a fifth by a
semitone, and cyclical harmonies based on these tendencies. The penultimate chord is perhaps
most easily read as two four-note 7-cycles a semitone apart (Fig. 5.49) while the final sonority
seems more triadic in its orientation, sounding as an F# minor triad discolored by F and A (Fig.
5.50). The various harmonic concerns present through the Garzó variants and Movement XIII
begin to coalesce in this ambiguous and enigmatic closing passage.

7. The term is Richard Cohn's, see Cohn, “Uncanny Resemblances.”
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Figure 5.47. op. 28, Movement XIII. A climactic chord in the closing section parsed in terms of two triads: C major
and g# minor. The pitch class of each triad is a semitone apart from the other (Cohn’s “hexatonic poles.”)

Figure 5.48. The climactic chord in Movement XIII articulates a complete <7,1> cycle.
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Figure 5.49. op. 28, Movement XIII. The penultimate chord articulates two four-note 7-cycles a semitone apart.

Figure 5.50. op. 28, Movement XIII. The final chord conceived as an F# major triad with its root and third discolored
by ic-1 intervals.
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If there is a more systematic logic governing the succession of harmonies at the end of
this movement, then it is telling that the Garzó variants conceal or mislead as much as they
reveal in this regard. The presentation of the five variants in the Jatékok promised a step-by-step
tour through Kurtág’s compositional strategies, and they undoubtedly shed light on the basic
harmonic concerns of Movement XIII. However, as with Movement XII, Kurtág was not content
to merely transcribe his previously completed pieces when incorporating them into Officium
breve. In this regard, these movements lie somewhat on the opposite end of the spectrum from
both the Webern and Szervánszky quotations and the auto-quotations in Movements III, VIII,
and XI. In the latter case, the original material was altered very little if at all. Coherence between
movements was ensured through judicious selection and contextualization. With Movements XII
and XIII it is clear that Kurtág maintains a dynamic process-oriented relationship with his
previously composed material.
It is somewhat ironic that the pieces that have been most heavily modified from their
Játékok originals are the ones that this present analyst has had the most difficult time making
sense out of. Meanwhile, the movements that have been assembled from disparate sources with
minimal alteration seem to have the most obvious correspondences between each other. Perhaps
this is just an accidental quirk resulting from the individual failings of this analyst. On the other
hand, we have seen throughout this study that Kurtág is not the kind of composer who is afraid to
lay bare his compositional processes when he wants to. There are instances such as Movement I
or Movement IX where the music consists of not much more than a cycle of fifths or a chromatic
scale. While it is true that these pieces are often deceptive in their simplicity and contain their
own hidden subtleties, they make the relative inscrutability of Movements XII and XIII seem all
the more deliberate. Both kinds of pieces involve an aesthetics of close-hearing: the most
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apparently threadbare simple movements will be the most richly endowed with seemingly
fortuitous correspondences with other movements, while the more complex pieces will suggest a
number of conflicting compositional narratives, none of which seem to predominate over the
other.
Concomitant with an aesthetics of close-hearing is a process of careful assemblage: I
hope the foregoing has demonstrated that Kurtág is not cavalier with his auto-quotations and
transcriptions. While it is true that the eclectic sources might discourage the idea of a consistent
structural through-line or overarching musical syntax that unifies the work, there is a kind of
fragmentary unity that binds the music together, such that musical phenomena that at first appear
distinct and unrelated start to blur together in complex and non-linear ways.
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CHAPTER 6: The Legacy of Bartók in Officium breve Movements XIV and XV
Officium breve ends with a quotation from Szervánszky’s ‘Arioso’, a tender, folk-music
influenced slow movement that was the source for much of the C-major oriented music in
Kurtág’s quartet. The immediately preceding Movement XIV is one of the most aggressively
dissonant moments in the entire piece. While the first thirteen movements of the quartet
demonstrate Kurtág’s adeptness with fluid transitions between disparate musical idioms, at the
end of the piece we are presented with what appears to be a deliberate stylistic disjunction. Since
the basic narrative of the piece is oriented around an opposition between two contrasting
quotations by Szervánszky and Webern, it would seem that this is the moment where this
contrast reaches a climax.
It is certainly true that the juxtaposition between Movements XIV and XV represent the
most dramatic instance of the tonal/post-tonal dichotomy that has been running throughout the
piece. It is not so evident, however, that this dichotomy maps so easily onto the contrast between
Szervánszky and Webern. Frandzel appears to take for granted that Movement XIV is related to
both the Szervánszky and Webern, but that it “most closely recalls Webern” in its heavy use of
“linear half-steps, sometimes voiced in Webernian major sevenths and ninths.”1 This observation
obscures the fact that only two of the movement’s five phrases make prominent use of sevenths
and ninths; the majority of the piece voices these intervals in chromatic clusters, a decidedly unWebernian texture.
Sylvia Grmela, on the other hand, asserts that Movement XIV is “set apart from the rest
of the work. Although it does allude to the Webern and the Szervánszky in some ways, the

1. Frandzel, “A Canon Across Time,” 393.
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allusion to Bartók is also strong, particularly to the opening of Bartók’s Fourth String Quartet.”2
Since Grmela has proposed a way of understanding the formal organization of Officium breve in
terms of each movement’s allusion to either Webern or Szervánszky, Movement XIV comes off
as an anomaly – a “section Z” appearing amidst oscillations between sections X (Szervánszky)
and Y (Webern).
In this closing chapter, I will attend to the influence of Bartók and his legacy on the
closing two movements of Officium breve. I contend that doing so helps us see past some of the
simplistic dichotomies that allegedly structure the narrative of the work: tonal vs. atonal,
Szervánszky vs. Webern, East vs. West. These binary oppositions, while certainly operative,
never constitute the full story, and are often manifest in far more ambiguous ways than
immediately meets the eye.

6.1 Movement XIV
Kurtág establishes a link between the first thirteen measures of Bartók’s Fourth Quartet
and his own Movement XIV in numerous ways. Both passages are organized into five large
phrases punctuated by silence (Fig. 6.1). Both employ a contrapuntal texture that moves with
fluidity between strict canon and looser forms of imitation. The phrases in each passage will
often terminate in densely voiced tutti gestures in rhythmic unison. As mentioned before,
Kurtág’s Movement XIV makes heavy use of tone-clusters and chromatic saturation, which is
also a prominent feature of the Bartók passage.

2. Grmela, “Recall and Repetition,” 380.
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Figure 6.1. Phrase structure in op. 28, Movement XIV compared with opening section of Béla Bartók’s Fourth String
Quartet.

Much of the analytical commentary on this famous passage from Bartók centers on its
modulation between chromatic (0123) and whole-tone (0246) tetrachords (George Perle’s ‘X’
and ‘Y’ cells, respectively).3 Harmonically, Kurtág’s movement is oriented more strictly around
cluster-based chromaticism, and no special privilege seems to be given to four-note sets. Still,
the contrast between half-steps and whole-steps is a governing feature of Movement XIV, and in
a way that is derived from the opening melody of Bartók’s quartet. Figure 6.2 shows some
preliminary correspondences between the opening of each movement. The opening two pitch

3. Antokoletz, The Music of Bela Bartók, 118; Perle, “Symmetrical Formations in the String Quartets of
Béla Bartók,” Straus, Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory, 81-86.
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classes [F-Gb] in the second violin part of the Kurtág is identical to that in the first violin of the
Bartók. Both movements also contrapose a rising and falling semitone in the first and second
violins.
In the Bartók, opening interval sequence of the second violin -1 +2 is answered by its
inversion +1 -2 shortly thereafter by the first violin. Kurtág seizes upon this cell and uses it as a
basis for a strict canon in the lower voices of the first phrase of Movement XIV (Fig. 6.3).
Another version of this cell appears at the opening of the second violin part.
The upper voices at the start of Movement XIV are not in canon but they are subject to a
different kind of systematically imitative procedure. Figure 6.4 parses the violin parts in the
opening measure in terms of four distinct rhythmic cells, labeled a-d. Each cell lasts a total of
one beat. Cell ‘a’ is a dotted eighth followed by a sixteenth, cell ‘b’ is the retrograde of cell a,
cell ‘c’ is four sixteenth notes, and cell ‘d’ is a sixteenth followed by an eighth followed by
another sixteenth. The opening of Movement XIV has these cells alternating between the first
two violins in pairs, so that first we hear ‘a’ and ‘b’ simultaneously passed between the two
voices, followed a similar treatment for cells ‘c’ and ‘d’.
Each of these four cells can be seen as derived from one another. Cells ‘a’ and ‘b’ are
retrogrades of each other (Fig. 6.5). Cell ‘d’ results from the simultaneous sounding of cells ‘a’
and ‘b’. The pitch content for cell ‘c’ always includes a repeated note on the second and third
sixteenth notes, and so can be seen as an embellishment of cell ‘d’. The rhythmic cells are related
to the [2,1] pitch cells in that both utilize short-long motives in order to saturate pitch and
rhythmic space, respectively.
Figure 6.6 shows how this same process of exchange governing in the phrase structure in
measure one is reprised at a larger scale starting in measure two: the second violin plays material
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of the first violin’s measure one and vice versa. In this case the succession of pitches traded
between the voices is identical as well.
While the later phrases in the Bartók passage will employ strict canon, we saw that its
opening phrase employs a looser form of imitation suggesting canonical procedures without
systematically following through on them. The opening violin parts of the Kurtág movement
similarly give rise to fleeting moments of localized transpositional and inversional imitation.
Figure 6.7 shows that for the first three beats of measure one, the pitch content of each
simultaneously sounding cell is shared between the violins, with the ordering and contour
reversed. In beat four we see a break in the pattern: the ‘d’ cell in violin 1 contains three pitches
Gb-F-E in linear descent, rather than the expected oscillation between two pitches Gb and F.
However, if we follow the second violin line into the next measure, we have the three-note
segment E-F-Gb, an inversional/retrograde answer to the first violin’s cell (Fig. 6.8). That
ordered sequence of pitches appears immediately after in the first violin as well. Indeed, this kind
of displaced imitation (rather than simultaneous imitation) has been present throughout the first
measure as well: the falling Gb-F-E in the first two beats of the first violin is answered by its
retrograde in the second violin.
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Figure 6.2. op. 28, Movement XIV compared with Bartók’s Fourth Quartet. The violin parts of both pieces share
pitch-classes and contrary semitonal motion.

Figure 6.3. a) Inversional imitation of -1 +2 cell in Bartók’s Fourth Quartet. b) Canon on +2 -1 cell in op. 28,
Movement XIV. c) +1 -2 cell opens the violin part of op. 28, Movement XIV.
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Figure 6.4. op. 28, Movement XIV. Violin parts exchange four rhythmic cells, labelled a-d.

Figure 6.5. The four rhythmic cells from Movement XIV are derived from each other.

Figure 6.6. op. 28, Movement XIV. The violins in the opening phrase exchange material in mm. 1-2.
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Figure 6.7. op. 28, Movement XIV. The violins in the opening phrase exchange pitch cells in each beat. At beat four,
a shift in phase occurs in the imitation between the two parts.

Figure 6.8. op. 28, Movement XIV. An additional instance of imitation that lies out-of-phase with the beat.

Figure 6.9. op. 28, Movement XIV. The lower strings in the second phrase continue to exchange the rhythmic cells
initiated in the violins in the previous phrase.
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Figure 6.10. op. 28, Movement XIV. The violins in the second phrase proceed in a loose canon that constantly shifts
between transpositional and inversional forms of imitation.

The second phrase in Movement XIV continues to make use both of the aforementioned
rhythmic cells and of quasi-canonical procedures involving various orderings of ic-1 + ic-2. This
time it is the lower voices that engage in an exchange of rhythmic cells a-d (Fig. 6.9). The upper
voices, meanwhile, are not in strict canon, but continue the free alternation of localized
transpositional and inversional correspondences (Fig. 6.10). For instance, the opening two dyads
in each of the violin parts suggest a canon related by retrograde inversion: the first violin passes
from a perfect fifth C-G to a diminished fifth B-F, while the second violin moved from a
diminished fifth G#-D to a perfect fifth F#-C#. However, the next dyad in the first violin is a
perfect fifth A-E, which now suggests that the first violin is following rather than leading the
second violin in a non-inversional imitation. The two lines continue this shift between parallel
and contrary motion.
Phrase three marks the point where there is a marked shift in compositional procedure,
and a corresponding shift away towards Bartók and towards a more Webernian texture (Fig.
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6.11.) Again, the music is loosely imitative but not strictly canonical. For the most part, each
pitch class is assigned a fixed registration, the exceptions being multiple octave assignments for
pitch-classes D, E, and G. The pitch organization of the passage can perhaps best be described as
a static harmonic field consisting largely of adjacent triadic formations and framed above and
below by the pitch-class D. The voices move through this field emphasizing minor sevenths and
ninths, and in the middle register emphasizes (014) trichords in voicings typical of Webern. The
usage of wide register leaps and fixed registration further contributes to the Webernian
association, as well as to Kurtág’s earlier work. (The first movement of The Sayings of Péter
Bornemisza similarly employs dodecaphony in ways that result in large static 12-note harmonic
fields).4 At the same time, wide register leaps are also present at the opening of Bartók’s quartet
in the cello part, which moves entirely by major or minor sixths and harmonizes with the upper
voices in compound thirds and sixths as well (Fig. 6.12). So while this passage strengthens the
stylistic affinity with Webern, it does so without fully leaving a sound world congenial to Bartók.
At any rate, phrase three ends with a more decisive transition away from Webern and
towards Bartók. The music assumes the form of a double canon, with the inner voices in strict
inversional imitation; minor discrepancies disturb the otherwise strict inversional relation of the
outer voices. The texture in each part begins with a succession of parallel sevenths that then
proceed to contract inwards, thus effecting a smooth transition back to a cluster-based texture.

4. Willson, The Sayings of Péter Bornemisza.
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Figure 6.11. op. 28, Movement XIV. The third phrase articulates a static pitch field. Adjacent triadic formations
permeate the vertical arrangement. Pitch-classes D, E, G, and B all have two registral positions each, located near
the top and bottom of the overall arrangement.

Figure 6.12. Bartók, Fourth Quartet mm. 1-3. The cello line ascends by widely spaced ic-3 and ic-4 intervals. These
same interval classes result from the harmonization between the cello and the violins.
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Figure 6.13. The fourth phrases of Kurtág’s op. 28/XIV and Bartók’s Fourth Quartet/II are marked by shifting cluster
formations.

Phrase four makes an overt correspondence with the fourth phrase in Bartók’s Fourth
Quartet, with each voice being assigned a semitonal dyad and entering in succession, although
the order of entry in the Kurtág is the reverse of the Bartók (Fig. 6.13). The phrase as a whole
articulates a chromatic cluster at first ranging from E to Ab, that proceeds to rise to G# to Bb in
its cadential figure. Again, this mirrors the motion of the Bartók phrase, which articulates a
cluster that shifts downward in register. This dyadic cadential gesture is also very similar to that
found in the corresponding phrase in the Bartók piece.
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The interval succession +2 -1 -1 serves as the subject of a double inversional canon in
phrase five (Fig. 6.14). (This corresponds with the fifth phrase of the Bartók, which is also a
double canon). The viola and first violin are related by inversion around E, while the second
violin and cello invert around Eb. Every voice but the cello has this subject augmented by one or
two additional pitches a semitone apart. The phrase articulates a cluster from Db to F#.

Figure 6.14. op. 28, XIV. The fifth and final phrase is governed by a double canon on the +2 -1 cell.

In summary, Movement XIV is related to the opening of Bartók’s Fourth Quartet by
means of its use of the +2 -1 cell and by its similar employment of canonical and quasi-canonical
procedures. While it is one of the most starkly post-tonal pieces in Officium breve, it is decidedly
un-Webernian save for its third phrase, which also maintains characteristics of Bartók’s quartet.
The question, then, is what such a strong allusion to Bartók is doing in a piece ostensibly about
the mediation between Webern and Szervánszky. Indeed, why did Kurtág see fit to place this
apparent non-sequitor at such a dramatic high point in the piece as whole? I believe at least part
of the answer lies in the reception history of Bartók’s Fourth Quartet, and in the personal
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significance such a history would have for Kurtág. Before elaborating further, however, I would
like to first turn to Szervánszky’s ‘Arioso’. While Kurtág’s quotation of this movement only
includes its opening section, there are features of the movement as a whole that have a bearing
on understanding the place of Bartók in Officium breve.

6.2 Szervánszky, ‘Serenade for string orchestra’ Movement III: ‘Arioso’
Kurtág famously and poignantly ends Officium breve by abruptly breaking off his
quotation of Szervánszky’s ‘Arioso’ right before the cadence of its opening section (Fig. 6.15).
This renders the function of the final chord in Officium breve ambiguous for those who have not
heard the original Szervánszky movement in its entirety. While the presence of Bb in a C major
passage may suggest a turn to the subdominant, in the context of the original piece it functions as
part of an authentic cadence utilizing the mixolydian mode (Fig. 6.16). To a certain extent this
move has been foreshadowed by the previous episode in the relative minor, which made heavy
use of the minor v chord without a raised ^7.
While the Bb is part of a modally inflected dominant, the sense of plagal ambiguity
should be noted as a presence throughout this opening passage. The presence of droning pedal
fifths on the tonic at the opening passage render the harmony in measure 4-6 ambiguous: while
the from E to D in the violas and the emphasis on F and A in the violin melody implies a turn to
a pre-dominant harmony, the low registral placement of G beneath these tones also allow us to
hear it as elaborating a dominant with tertian extensions. There is also a very pronounced quintal
flavor to these measures, due to the viola’s D joining the cello’s droning C-G fifths and the
importance of A in the melody above it. Four-note <5/7> cycle segments are an important linear
feature of the melody as well.
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Figure 6.15. op. 28, Movement XV.
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Figure 6.16. Szervánszky, Serenade, Movement III, ‘Arioso.’ Analysis of the exposition.
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The aforementioned episode on the relative minor that follows is similarly ambiguous
due to the harmonic rhythm of its chord progression. The a-minor chord in measures 6-8 is
followed by its minor dominant e in measures 8-10. The subsequent drop to d-minor throws the
previous chord’s function as a true dominant into question, but the subsequent return to e-minor
makes the d-minor chord appear as a lower neighbor to what is a dominant after all. That second
e-minor chord, however, ends up being a passing chord on the way to F major, and at any rate
the whole passage eventually leads to the mixolydian cadence on C. This gives the middle
section of this passage an unstable and searching quality.
We saw that the oscillation between E and D was an important feature of Kurtág’s
“Hommage” to Szervánszky in movements III and XII” (Fig. 3.19). Plagal ambiguity was also a
feature of these movements, and was also present, I argued, in Movement I (Fig. 3.6). The use of
<5/7> cycles has been shown to be important throughout Officium breve. All of these features
are discernible in the Szervánszky passage as it is quoted by Kurtág in Movement XV of the
quartet.
As the ‘Arioso’ continues, however, it departs not only from its C major tonality but from
tonal functional harmony altogether (Fig 6.17). The events immediately following the opening
section hint at the beginning stages of this process. The middle section of the piece begins with
an unaccompanied reprise of the cadential melody just heard at the close of the first section: BbA-G is ornamented by an upper neighbor C. The music then immediately turns to A major in a
scalar ascent from ^1 to ^5. This has two consequential effects: first, it allows us to re-interpret
the previous figure as a Phrygian ornament around A, and second, the two phrases in
combination result in a chromatically saturated symmetrical collection: G-A-Bb-B-C-C#-D-E.
The significance of the Phrygian mode will become apparent shortly. For now we should note
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that the means by which this chromatic saturation is achieved is typical of Bartók (and Kurtág),
with “gaps” created by whole-step motion having their half-step “filled-in” shortly after.

Figure 6.17. Szervánszky, Serenade, III. A modally-inflected phrase modulating from C major to A major results in a
symmetrical, chromatically saturated pitch formation.

(Of course, one instance of this was the +2 -1 cell found in Bartók’s Fourth Quartet and used as
an engine of chromatic saturation in Movement XIV of Officium breve.) This style of non-linear
step-wise chromatic saturation will similarly be the means by which Szervánszky liquidates
tonality as the middle section develops.
Measures 16-24 remain firmly rooted in A major, albeit with a sense of restless
suspension via a prolongation of the ii chord (Fig. 6.18). The music then turns to f# minor, thus
reprising the turn to the relative minor in the opening section. The harmony progresses in ways
analogous but not identical to that opening section, with a step down to e minor recalling the
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descending minor chords in measures 9-10. A surprise turn up to an F major chord in measure in
measure 29 suggests we are modulating away from A/f#, but the melody retains its F# which
clashes as a dissonant minor ninth above the bass. (Recall that dissonant minor ninths also
signaled the fracturing of tonality in Kurtág’s “Hommage” to Szervánszky in Movement III).
This also results in a chromatically saturated bass line of -2 +1.

Figure 6.18. Szervánszky, Serenade, III. mm. 20-32. The first part of the development section modulates from A to
G major, closing with a Phrygian deceptive cadence on e minor. A modulatory passage in mm. 25-29 articualtes a 2 +1 cell in the bass. Dissonant ninths in measure 29 foreshadow an eventual liquidation of tonality.
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Measures 30-31 reprises the cadential figurations of measures 12-13, this time implying a
key of G (Fig. 6.19). However, now the cadence resolves deceptively to e minor, thereby giving
the passage a Phrygian rather than Mixolydian inflection. Every subsequent appearance of this
cadence will take this phyrgian-deceptive form.
From this point onward until the recapitulation, the material becomes increasingly
chromatic, with previously established cellular motives getting employed in non-functional ways
(Fig. 6.20). The creeping chromaticism of the viola part in measure 32 signals this tendency
towards chromatic saturation, with its B-C#-D-C-B being answered by the first violins’ A-G-F#E-F, and so on. By measure 40, this motive has completely saturated a thoroughly post-tonal
texture. The transition back to a tonally-oriented recapitulation is achieved primarily by a pedal
Gb/F# that lasts three measures in the bass starting in measure 44.
The recapitulation begins in F# and ends with a Phrygian cadence on d# minor (Fig.
6.21). There is a brief coda that returns to C major. Thus the piece as a whole has a tonal plan
that exemplifies a sequence related to Ernö Lendvai’s axis system: C-a-C-A-f#-?-G/e-?-F#-d#-C
(Fig. 6.22). To review the broad outlines of that system: Lendvai starts from the notion of
functional equivalence between relative keys (C-a) and parallel keys (a-A).5

5. Lendvai, Bela Bartók, 1-17.
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Figure 6.19. Szervánszky, Serenade, III. mm. 32-35. Motivic cells based on step-wise motion permeate this posttonal passage in the development.

Figure 6.20. Szervánszky, Serenade, III. mm. 44-52. The Recapitulation begins in F# major.
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Figure 6.21. Szervásnzky, Serenade, III. mm. 53-70. The recapitulation ends on a phrygian cadence on d# minor.
The coda returns to C major,

Figure 6.22. Formal plan of Szervánszky’s Serenade III ‘Arioso’ (b) cast in terms of Lendvai’s Axis System (a).
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He combines and extends these notions to encompass the entire chromatic spectrum in
order to deduce that there are really eight functionally equivalent keys: the major and minor
forms of C, A, F#, and Eb (c=C=a=A=f#=F#=eb=Eb=c). This constitutes one functionally
equivalent pair of axes - if C were the tonic, then A, F# and Eb also function as a tonic. He then
associates the other pairs of axes with subdominant and predominant forms, respectively. This
means that one could proceed through the entire chromatic series via the circle of fifths and be
moving in alternation between subdominant, tonic, and dominant functions: s=F, t=C, d=G, s=D,
t=A, d=E, s=B, t=F#, d=C#, s=G#, t=Eb, d=Bb. Each function has two axes associated with it, a
polar axis (e.g. C-F#) and a “counterpole” (A-Eb). It should be noted that Lendvai did not think
all four of these functionally related tonics were literally equivalent, but rather that they are
substitutable: they remain distinct while remaining in some sense functionally equivalent.
The coherence and conceptual adequacy of Lendvai’s theory has been highly contested,
to say nothing of its purported efficacy to systematically explain functional harmony in Bartók.6

Figure 6.23. Szervánszky, Serenade, III. mm. 59-70. Coda modulates from d# back to C major by way of the minor dominants of
each.

6. For a critique of the theoretical underpinnings of Lendvai’s axis system, see Wilson, The Music of Béla
Bartók, 203-208.
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Be that as it may, it was highly influential on a younger generation of Hungarian
composers. Hohmaier has shown that Lendvai was an influence on Kurtág’s understanding of
Bartók and that at least some of Kurtág’s music appears to operate by the principles of the axis
system.7 That system, of course, was only one part of Lendvai’s theory, but it is clear that it has
some bearing on the tonal organization of Szervánszky’s ‘Arioso’. It helps explain otherwise
inscrutable or unconvincing passages such as the transition back to C major at the start of the
coda in measures 60-65 (Fig. 6.23). Immediately after the Phrygian-deceptive cadence on d#minor that closes the recapitulation, we have a reappearance of the descending melody from
measures 10-12 at its original pitch-class level in the lower strings. The initial F is harmonized
by pizzicato A#-C# to create an enharmonically misspelled minor triad. When the line descends
to G, there is a second pizzicato chord that forms a G minor triad. Thus we get the minor
dominant chord of D# minor and C major, respectively. To an ear unfamiliar with Lendvai, this
is a puzzling and abrupt transition and a strange way to harmonize the closing melody. In light of
the axis system, it is perfectly logical: the arrival on D# signals a completed cycle through the
four functionally substitutable tonic keys, and the return to C major is achieved via a succession
of two functionally substitutable minor-dominant chords (A#/Bb minor and G minor). (This also
means we should view the middle section as beginning on the “tonic”, even though we have
modulated from C to A major).
It is worth considering the place of Lendvai’s theories in the context of Bartók reception
in the post-war period. It is often noted that the reception of Bartók’s work was highly polarized
at this time.8 For composers like René Leibowitz and others associated with the Western

7. Hohmaier, “Mutual Roots.”
8. Waldbauer, “Analytical responses,” 217-218.
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European avant-garde, it was dissonant works like the Fourth Quartet that were most highly
valued. The more tonally-oriented works based in folk song drew criticisms from Leibowitz as
being evidence of aesthetic “compromise.”9 In Communist Hungary, the situation was exactly
the opposite. Bartók’s more avant-garde works were disparaged and eventually banned, while the
more accessible folkloric work was held up as a national symbol and as a model for composers.
In this context, it is striking that Lendvai himself embraced the whole of Bartók’s ouevre, even if
he did a posit a distinction between Bartók’s “acoustic” and “chromatic” systems, and even if
Lendvai himself was certainly not free of ideological baggage.
The point here is that Lendvai’s theories represent an attempt to bridge between Bartók’s
tonal-functional and chromatic-modernist tendencies (and that he did so at a time where such an
approach would likely be seen as controversial or labelled as “formalist.”) The axis system itself
is an attempt to extend tonal functions across the entire chromatic spectrum. Szervánszky’s
apparent utilization of these concepts in his ‘Arioso’, along with the liquidation of tonality in that
movement’s middle section, show that the work is not entirely free of modernist tendencies. I do
not want to overstate this point: from many vantage points this is a fairly conservative piece for
1948. Having a short passage of atonal chromaticism in a development section is not the same as
writing a piece that disposes with tonal principles altogether. To place the work in a context
relevant to Officium breve, it comes more than four years after Webern’s Second Cantata and
about twenty years after Bartók’s Fourth Quartet, both works that make this movement seem
quite tame by comparison. The piece is also a far cry from the dodecaphonic work that both
Szervánszky and Kurtág would be producing in the following decade.

9. Waldbauer, “Analytical Approaches.”
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With that said, it remains the case that the tonal/post-tonal dichotomy is present in the
‘Arioso’ movement. This ought to give us pause when we make the too-easy attribution of tonal
elements in Officium breve to Szervánszky and atonal elements to Webern. We have already
seen in the analysis of Movement III that Kurtág has based his materials on passages in the
‘Arioso’ that were not explicitly quoted in Movement XV. The foregoing analysis of the
development section adds at least one element – the initially anomalous appearance of dissonant
ninths in measure 29 – that appear to be relevant to Movement III and possibly elsewhere in the
quartet.
So on one level, the closing two movements of Officium breve signify two contrasting
sides of Bartók, each of which is respectively associated with the Western and Eastern reception
of the composer. On the other hand, the liquidated tonality in the middle section of the ‘Arioso’
movement, along with the movement’s deployment of Lendvai’s axis system, already point to a
bridging of the gap between these polarities. It is true that Kurtág conceals this fact by excerpting
only the tonal opening section from Szervánszky and juxtaposing it against the harsh dissonances
of Movement XIV. However, it seems significant that Officium breve’s formal trajectory in and
out of tonality in some respects mirrors that of the ‘Arioso’ movement. The link between
Szervánszky and modernism is not forged only by the historical fact of his eventual turn to
Webern; it is latent in the decidedly un-modernist ‘Arioso’ movement itself.
I would like to close by situating Szervánszky’s Serenade within the context of
Hungarian musical life in the late 1940’s. Rachel Beckles Willson offers a reading of Officium
breve in terms of the East-West polarity of European music during this period:
“…it is perhaps the temporal perspective that the juxtaposition of Szervánszky and Webern
offers that is most intriguing (and symbolic). The consequent polarity (and even the
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harmonic tension between consonance and dissonance) in Officium breve conjures up the
formalized East-West divide in Europe’s music that prevailed in the late 1940s. In
Budapest, Szervánszky and his Serenade represented an ideal for young composers such as
Kurtág and Ligeti; in Darmstadt, Webern occupied a comparable position for others. This
last work that Kurtág completed before the ‘Iron Curtain’ was lifted, then, resonated with a
moment at which it had descended.”10
While this description is valid as a first approximation, it is potentially misleading for audiences
unfamiliar with the complex internal tensions residing within Hungarian music at the time. These
are tensions that Willson herself has expertly recounted earlier in Ligeti, Kurtág, and Hungarian
Music during the Cold War. This involves a bewildering succession of musical-institutional
upheavals, shifting political factions, and ambiguous changes in symbolic import for the legacies
of Bartók and Kodály. It is beyond of the scope of this chapter to recount these details in full, but
a brief contextual sketch is in order.
First, it is worth noting that Kurtág’s own traumatic reaction to the failed uprising of
1956 was not straightforwardly an issue of political persecution. His experience was more of a
“crisis of conscience.” As Willson puts it, “Kurtág became strongly critical of the Soviet regime
only at the time of the 1956 revolution and became deeply self-critical thereafter in
consequence.”11 Indeed, in the immediate aftermath of World War II, there were ways in which
Kurtág stood to benefit from the Soviet presence in Hungary. “Those who had been kept on the
edge of society by the anti-Jewish laws and had barely managed to stay alive during the war
would find better chances of integration: [composer Pál] Kadosa was one such case, musicologist

10. Willson, Ligeti, Kurtág, and Hungarian Music, 225.
11. Ibid, 86n.
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Bence Szabolcsi was one more – but the list could go on at great length and would include
newcomers to Budapest such as Ligeti and Kurtág. For those people, the winter of 1945
represented a moment in which Hungary, it seemed, might become a place that they could build
in their own image.”12
This leads to a second point, which is that in considering the post-war years leading up to
the 1956 revolution, there are really two periods in question: that from 1945-1948, when
Hungary operated as an uneasy coalition government with the Soviet Union, and from 1948
onwards, when Soviet intervention became more aggressive. The earlier period saw musical life
dominated by Kodály and by an image of Bartók propogated by musicologist Bence Szabolsci,
whose Bartók seminars from 1946 onwards were heavily influential on the younger generation.
“Ligeti enthusiastically reported in [the Hungarian music journal] Melos that they were the very
core of the Liszt Academy: Szabolsci’s knowledge of Hungarian music was unparalleled, new
Hungarian music was unimaginable without his presence, Szabolsci was none other than ‘the
crystallization centre’ of ‘the new Hungarian school.’”13
The Serenade should be seen as a kind of totem of this earlier period of Hungarian
musical life that would subsequently come under attack in the wake of rising tensions with the
Soviet Union. Willson explains: “Prior to the communist takeover … composers’ ideal
instrumental music was a loosely defined divertimento or serenade type that was folk-song
based, neoclassical, and somehow ethically progressive. Ligeti had constructed Szervánszky’s
Serenade in the image of this ideal: it was a product of the composer’s ‘noble humanity’ and its
use of tonality heralded a ‘new way forward.’ But in 1951 this nationally conceived project came
under fire when [Moscow-aligned Hungarian composer] Ferenc Szabó delivered a major attack
12. Ibid, 26-27.
13. Ibid, 28.
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on it … condemning the way that pentatony was being turned into the conduit of a ‘reactionary
anti-progressive musical racism.”14 Willson continues: “Szabó’s directive was clear: composers
had to move away from the heritage of Bartók and Kodály and draw instead on the
‘revolutionary’ example of Erkel and Liszt. The move did stem the flow of divertimenti, and it
may have fueled resentment about the repression of pentatony.”15
To a certain extent these attacks were largely polemical, and Szabolsci and Kodály’s
influence was not fully eradicated even during this more repressive moment in the late 1940’s.
Willson suggests that both composers were extremely popular and deeply engrained in musical
life at the time such that it was more trouble than it was worth to purge them completely. In
1950, Szabolsci became President of the Soviet-led Musician’s Free Association, and both he
and Kodály became directors of the musical council at the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. In
Willson’s estimation, it seems that in contrast with the other arts and “despite the military
occupation, Szabolsci and Kodály assumed positions of such authority that they could work in
relative autonomy.”16
At any rate, what Willson’s account makes clear is that we cannot subsume the whole of
1940’s communist Hungarian musical life under a uniform category of “socialist realism” to
which we can contrast the Western European avant-garde. The aesthetic significance of
Szervánszky’s Serenade does not easily map onto this opposition. It appears to be emblematic of
a post-war “New Hungarian School” influenced by Szabolsci’s idealization of Bartók. It is true
that Szabolsci and other socialist critics in this milieu held less esteem for Bartók’s middleperiod works, precisely the works that were most valorized in the West. It should be noted,

14. Ibid, 50.
15. Ibid, 51.
16. Ibid, 31.
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however, that these middle period works were not formally banned until the later period
following 1949, following the infamous Zhadnov decree. Furthermore, it appears that at least at
times the aesthetic favored by Szabolsci and manifest in Szervánszky’s music was itself under
fire during that same period. Szervánszky’s music throughout the early fifties would become
increasingly politically and aesthetically antagonistic to Soviet orthodoxy. Willson reports that
his Concerto in Memory of Attila József (1954) was received with great controversy, partially in
light of its embrace of “middle-period Bartókian harmony” and employment of its “formalist”
tonal plan indebted to Lendvai.17 Szervánszky’s turn to an iconoclastic modernism was evident
even before his embrace of dodecaphony in the late 50’s, and at least one element of that
iconoclasm – Lendvai’s axis system – was present as far back as the Serenade.
For all the complexities of Hungarian musical life at this time, one area in which there is
less ambiguity is the low esteem held for the Second Viennese School. The distaste for the “testtube music” of Schoenberg and Webern seemed to be unanimously shared by virtually
everybody in power in musical institutions during this period. In this sense, the embrace of
Webern by Szervánszky and Kurtág in the post-1956 period should be seen as a radical
repudiation of prior aesthetic principles. On the other hand, if the reception of Webern sharpens
the polarization between Eastern and Western aesthetics at the time, the legacy of Bartók acts as
a complex mediator between the two, notwithstanding attempts to “polarize” Bartók into
modernist and socialist camps. A closer look at the internal workings of Szervánszky’s ‘Arioso’
movement saw that it cannot easily be aligned with one pole of the tonal/post-tonal dichotomy
that runs throughout Officium breve. Correspondingly, a look at the social significance of the
Serenade shows that it has a kind of dual significance: it is at once a premonition of the coming

17. Ibid 51-52.
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modernist turn for a generation of Hungarian composers, and as an evocation of an earlier time
of innocence, when such modernist iconoclasm was not yet felt as necessary.
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Conclusion

The foregoing account of Officium breve has been oriented towards an understanding of
its internally defined musical relationships. The hope was that in doing so, we would be better
situated to interpret the import of its oft-celebrated extra-musical associations. A subsidiary
concern involved matters of form, and in particular the apparent opposition between
fragmentation and unity. Kurtág’s music is replete with ambiguous double-meanings and
deliberate gestures of incompletion. This is not to say that its meanings are wholly arbitrary or
indeterminate. I have tried to show that Kurtág’s music lends itself to close interpretation by
affording a large number of robust analytical perspectives, none of which are fully exhaustive.
To the extent that some of my analyses will be taken as more convincing as others, it betrays our
continued commitment to the idea of interpretive stakes in analysis. An interpretation is different
from a merely whimsical imaginative projection in that the former involves a commitment to
getting matters “right” in the broad sense of the term.
In striving to get matters right, I do not deny the mediating role of the interpreter, with
their idiosyncratic perspectives and priorities inflecting the reading of a work. Nor do I suggest
there could be one systematic method for arriving at a single show-stopping interpretation that
would prevail over all others. What I do mean, however, is that interpretation involves a certain
degree of vulnerability both to the work and to the interpretive community surrounding it. It
involves a tacit agreement to enter into a discursive community that is committed to reaching an
understanding of the work. The interpreter is vulnerable to others in that their analytical claims
may be justly refuted. The community as a whole is vulnerable to the work in the sense that
“getting matters right” is not taken to mean the same thing as universal assent. Interpretation
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admits of the possibility of being wrong, both at the level of the individual and the entire
discursive community. Another way to say that a work lends itself to close interpretation is to
concede that the work has some degree of autonomy.1
By invoking the notion of autonomy, we broach the issue of Kurtág in relation to
modernism. On the face of it, there is good reason to consider Officium breve as an instance of
musical postmodernism. The piece juxtaposes disparate styles and fragmentary quotations. It
exhibits some neo-tonalist tendencies. It was conceived towards the very end of the Cold War,
and so ushers in an allegedly post-ideological era of neoliberal hegemony.
This alignment of Officium breve with postmodernism is valid as far as it goes, but
Kurtág’s work bears little trace of the irony or anti-subjectivist tendencies that marks much
postmodern art and thought. Neither the use of fragmentation nor the work’s citational
tendencies are enough to categorize the piece as unambiguously postmodern. David Metzer
argues that Kurtág’s fragmentary aesthetic remains committed to the notion of an authorial
subject, which places him in opposition to postmodernist conceptions of the fragmentary.2 Alan
Williams characterizes both Kurtág’s fragmentation and citational tendencies in terms of early
20th century literary modernism, aligning Kurtág’s project with a Proustian attempt to portray a
purely subjective form of memory.3 While both Metzer and Williams argue for Kurtág as a kind
of modernist, they each do so by appealing to the role of subjectivity and fragmentation in his
work. They have little to say about the notion of autonomy and how that might play into the idea
of Kurtág’s modernism.

1. In formulating a kind of relational autonomy with an emphasis on close interpretation, I am following
Brown, Autonomy, 1-39. Brown’s project is oriented specifically around the problem of contemporary
art’s resistance to commodification, but his general reformulation and synthesis of Kantian and Hegelian
aesthetic themes have broadly influenced the foregoing discussion.
2. Metzer, Musical Modernism, 110.
3 Williams, “Kurtág, Modernity, Modernisms,” 62-66.
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It is true that the aesthetic of Officium breve is a far cry from the High Modernism that
held a certain prestige throughout the Western musical world in the immediate post-war years.
The work does not hold the promise of a new musical language, nor does it attempt a tabula rasa
freed of extra-musical baggage. It is instead a work stitched together from fragments, saturated
with historical references and riddled with conventional formulae. Rather than assume this as
evidence of postmodern heteronomy, we would do well to consider the way these elements are
taken up in the work. I have tried to show that Kurtág’s handling of quotations and tonal
conventions goes hand in hand with his efforts to integrate his materials into a whole, albeit a
fragmentary whole that requires a variety of analytical perspectives to elucidate. Elements of the
work that initially seem to refer to something outside of it get taken up so that they appear to
emerge unbidden from the immediate context, and so that the entire issue of inner and outer
reaches a certain indifference point. This is a late modernist aesthetics that is on some level
cognizant of modernism’s defeat (or perhaps, more optimistically, aware of modernism as an
“incomplete project”).4 The confident autonomy of High Modernism cannot be assumed, and the
endurance of tonal norms and weight of musical history is acknowledged. But this state of
affairs, rather than merely celebrated, is taken up as a problem to be wrestled with throughout the
work.
We see this wrestling occur in the handling of the quotations in Officium breve. The
transcriptions of Webern and Szervánszky arrive at the tail end of a process of contextualization,
so that by the time we hear them they sound integrated with Kurtág’s original music – partially,
but not fully. It is crucial that the quotations maintain their identities as quotations, and so as
something other. It is equally crucial that they do not appear as musical non-sequiturs or as

4. Habermas, “Modernity - An Incomplete Project.”
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moments of stylistic rupture. Officium breve seems to thematize the translation process by which
what is initially given as external – tonal norms, a set of subjective musical associations, a series
of previous compositional acts – comes to be made internal to the work.5
All of this emphasis on arcane aesthetic issues of autonomy and grand theories of
modernity may seem misplaced given the fact that Officium breve is overwhelmingly a work
about personal grief and loss. What is most striking and moving about the music, it will be
argued, is the set of autobiographical circumstances surrounding the work and the painful
attachments Kurtág has to its dedicatees. But the full pathos of Kurtág’s music cannot be
understood without attending to the obsessive ways the composer attempts to wrangle his
materials into a self-sufficient form. This was perhaps most evident in Kurtág’s handling of “A
Flower for Gabriella Garzó”, analyzed in Chapter Five. On one level, the organization of the
piece is utterly dependent on external circumstances: the pitch classes are derived from a phone
number dialed on the eve of Gabriella Garzó’s tragic death. This in itself is an incredibly moving
gesture. On another level, however, there is a certain amount of arbitrariness in the mapping of a
phone number onto music. From a certain perspective, this arbitrariness may threaten to devalue
the material and the grief associated with it. So Kurtág invests a considerable amount of effort
into providing an elegant context for this sequence such that, using relatively spare means, a
large amount of internal relationships proliferate. It is not just the piece’s extra-musical origins
that move us, but the way that Kurtág attempts to honor those origins by saturating his materials
with a maximum of musical meaning.

5. Again, in formulating this relational conception of autonomy, I am borrowing from Brown’s gloss on
Hegel and his own descriptions of certain artistic strategies in contemporary art. See especially Brown,
Autonomy, 26, 55-56.
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The philosopher Frank Farrell, in writing about metaphor in literature, provides a good
description of how formal autonomy might have a bearing on psychological issues tied with
attachment and loss:
“The advancing line of prose, in its self-sustaining life and rightness of pattern, can
suggest the life of the individual self as it also takes in external, difficult-to-absorb
material and finds itself capable of keeping its self-sustaining rhythms going, its selfmaintaining integrity. … The writer may hope that the prose is good enough to take on an
air of inevitability and perhaps may hope that, again through the power of metaphor, his
own life, in the way its patterns unfold, may come to have a rightness and inevitability
about it.”6
Elsewhere, Farrell describes an author’s handling of the formal and abstract aspects of language
in terms of a dual motion of regression and detachment: “A literary style will often have that
sense of an echoing music just beneath the lines, so that one has, in the style itself, a staging of
the psyche, the laying out of a psychological space that both allows regression to earlier forms of
experiencing and stabilizes the self at a distance from it.”7 This seems like an appropriate
framework for understanding Officium breve, since it is a work that is very much concerned with
various kinds of regression and loss. Farrell suggests that this regression can play out at both
individual and cultural levels. In one sense, Kurtág’s music involves moments of individual
regression to earlier stages in his life. But a more sophisticated kind of individual regression is
involved as well. Farrell suggests that a certain kind of literary style can enact the ontological
work of a child, whereby one’s conceptual categories that are brought to bear in interpreting the

6 Farrell, Why Does Literature Matter?, 17.
7 Ibid, 187.
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world are still unstable and in the process of formation.8 The fact that Kurtág’s fragmentary style
challenges the stability of our analytical methods and requires the adoption of a variety of
analytical perspectives can be taken as evidence that this sort of conceptual blurring or
disintegration is taking place.
Officium breve enacts a series of cultural regressions as well – it holds an ambivalent
nostalgia both for an earlier phase within musical modernism and for a bygone form of musical
life in Communist Hungary. Crucially, this nostalgia does not take the form of a full-on
restoration – Kurtág’s mature aesthetic is distinct both from Webern’s serialism and
Szervánszky’s tonality. The relationship with his sources is “stabilized at a distance,” even as he
tries to integrate his sources into a cohesive whole.
I have been speculating, perhaps rather broadly, on some of the ways that issues of
formal unity and aesthetic autonomy might still be compelling. On one level, the commitment to
autonomy and to close interpretation speaks to a social commitment, a sustaining of an
institutionalized shared discourse. On a more personal level, there is the attempt to produce an
enduring meaning that can model the shaping of one’s life, such that the latter amounts to more
than the accumulation of random fragments. Part of the value in Officium breve’s fragmentary
aesthetic lies in its emphasis on the fragility of both of these endeavors. Nothing guarantees the
success of either. But that fragility only increases the urgency of our efforts to succeed.

8. Ibid, 12-13.
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